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A&E
Duffy wins Grand Valley State 
University's Battle of the Bands 
competition on Friday
A6
Laker Life
Freshmen learn ways to ease 
transition home after having year 
of college freedom
A3
Sports
GVSU baseball dominates 
doubleheader against Wayne State 
University Sunday
B1
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Searching for mwm: A F«rfaa County. 
Vi poke car wti outvd* the lownhous* 
comple* « Centreville, Va. on Tuesday 
where the gunman suspected of carrying 
out the Vegmta Tech massacre that left 33 
people dead resided
Officials reflect 
on campus 
safety at GVSU
By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Atmtant Editor
Today, as flags still hang at half- 
mast for the 33 dead students and 
faculty at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, 
officials arc wondering whether such 
a tragedy could happen at Grand 
Valley State University.
“It’s unfortunate, and I hope it 
never occurs, but why wouldn't 
it?" said Lt. Mike Brookhouse. 
head of the Critical Response Team 
for the Ottawa County Sheriff \ 
Department.
Brookhouse said planning requires 
local police officers and deputies to 
think proactively with training to 
ensure that any threat can be assessed 
as quickly as possible.
For Virginia Tech mechanical 
engineering student Tom Alberi. 
the response could not come fast 
enough
Alberi, a graduate student, said it 
was too soon to discuss the shootings 
or his emotions, but he was willing 
to discuss the Virginia Tech law 
enforcement's response to the 
shooting.
“I believe the majority of the 
deaths could have been avoided had 
the university closed classes after the 
first incident," he said. “The incident 
at Norm Hall (an engineering 
building where (he second shootings 
occurred) happened toward the end 
of the second class of the day.”
The initial shooting took place at 
about 7:15 a m More than two hours 
later, a 911 call reported shots being 
fired in Norris Hall.
"Had (he university canceled 
classes after the first class, even 
people traveling to campus would 
have realized that classes were 
canceled and would have gone back 
home," Alben said
Bnxikhouse said making the 
decision to shut down a campus can 
be a difficult one
“It would be like shutting down the 
campus when there is a shooting at 
Copper Beech (a nearby off-campus 
housing complex near GVSU),” he 
said
Intheeventofashootingordisaster, 
Brookhousea response team would 
provide tactical support to GVSU at 
the request of the university’s Public 
Safety Department
The county no longer uses a 
traditional SWAT team for tactical 
emergencies. Instead. Brookhouse 
said his officers have high-powered 
weapons in their vehicles and are 
trained to assemble and assess the 
threat while responding to the scene.
On campus. Capt. Brandon 
DcHaan. assistant director of the 
Department of Public Safety, said the 
university created a contingency plan 
for an “active shooter” scenario in 
1999. after the shootings at C olumbinc 
High School in Colorado
DcHaan said GVSU has 15 full­
time police officers working in 
rotation all day, every day
Additionally. DPS hies between 
six and 12 part-time officers that may 
be called at any time.
Both DeHaan and Brookhouse 
said the plan of action for an active 
shooter is to assemble small groups of 
three to four police officers and move 
tactically to contain or “eliminate" 
the shooter
See Safety, A2
Campus rallies support 
for GLBT community
Fifth annual Day of 
Silence honors gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender students
By Mary Pritchard
GVL Staff Writer
Actions spoke louder than words 
during Grand Valley State University's 
fifth annual Day of Silence, a day 
set aside to mirror the silence some 
members of the gay. lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender community experience 
every day.
According to the 20135 National 
Sclnxil Climate Survey. 64.3 percent 
of students feel unsafe in their school
because of their sexual orientation, 
and Ml.7 percent of students admit to 
never being taught about the GLBT 
community or their history.
The goal of Day of Silence it to 
address discrimination and educate 
about the GLBT community, said 
Ja/z McKinney, coordinator of Day of 
Silence and vice president of Out ‘N' 
About, the organization responsible for 
the day's events
This event is so important to 
bring to college campuses like Grand 
Valley because it brings awareness 
to the discrimination of the GLBT 
community," McKinney said. “It lets 
people know that this is something that 
needs to be worked on."
The event uses silence as a form 
of protest and to questions others, she 
added
OVl NkoI* Immm
Silent steps: Day of Spence is held annually to bring recognition to those m the &BT community 
who (ace bullying and harassment Gathering together on Wednesday students, faculty and 
supporters at GVSU marched through campus m silence
Despite the slight driz.zle of rain, 
students in support of the cause walked 
through campus for the silent march 
sporting bright orange T-shirts with the 
Day of Silence logo on the front
Led by the executive board of Out
'N' About and heralded by a bnghtly- 
colored banner proclaiming its cause, the 
group marched from the Cook Carillon 
Tower at 11:40 a.m. and proceeded to 
pass by Padnos Hall, around Mackinac
See Day of Silence, A2
GV supports Virginia Tech victims
Community attends candlelit vigil to honor victims of nation’s deadliest shooting
GVl bitty* Irwtfl
Solidarity Students gather at the dock tower Tuesday night to remembei those who d»ed m the 
Virginia Tech stiootmg and show support lor their families
By Leslie Perales
GVL Newt Editor
Jay and Lisa Abbott felt comfort 
standing among a group of about 
400 Grand Valley State University 
community members at a candlelight 
vigil Tuesday night.
The couple, residents of Rockford. 
Mich., graduated from Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State 
University in the mid-1980s. They 
heard of the vigil, held for the students 
of Virginia Tech, on the radio at about 
5:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
“We wanted to be in Blacksburg 
(Va.).” Jay said. “That’s home, the 
campus is a pan of our lives and has 
been for all of our lives, but we couldn't 
be there. You can’t just gel up and fly 
down there.’’
But the Abbotts could not sit home 
and do nothing
“It was hard to sit in front of tire TV.” 
Jay said. “We needed to be somewhere 
where there were young people and 
there was hope and there was caring and 
that we could feel that community ”
Jay’s father was a Virginia Tech 
graduate as well. Jay stood in front of 
the GVSU students thanking them for 
providing he and his wife a place to go.
"I would say that it’s not just a Virginia 
thing, it's not just Virginia Tech, it’s 
Grand Valley and universities all over 
the country, all over the world and when 
I look around I sec an outpouring of 
care and love, this should be a comfort 
to (the students of Virginia Tech)," Jay 
said. "It's a comfort to us.”
University President Thomas J Haas 
and Student Senate President Frank 
Foster addressed the group of supporters 
at the beginning of the vigil. The group 
lit candles for 33 minutes — one minute 
for each student or faculty member 
killed in die shooting. Guests took the 
microphone and shared their feelings 
openly
The event was put together quickly on 
Tuesday afternoon. A group of students 
began a discussion on Facebook.com 
asking their friends to meet them at the 
Cook Carillon Clock Tower. Within 
hours more than 1,100 people had been 
invited to the vigil through the Web site 
Student Senate, GVSU administrators, 
student organizations and many other 
volunteers came together to ensure the 
community had candles to hold, flags to 
sign and paper for writing letters
"1 am really impressed, but I’m not 
surprised,” said Matt McLogan. vice 
president for University Relations "The 
sense of community that Grand Valley 
has and that our students share with each 
other. I'm certain, is the underpinning 
for the community they wish to share 
with Virginia, and I am very proud to be 
part of this community ”
McLogan said he hopes the GVSU 
community can help comfort the 
students of Virginia Tech as well as their 
friends and families
“You hope and pray that nothing like 
this would ever happen at any place you 
love or to anyone that you know, and 
when it does it's difficult to know what 
to do.” McLogan said "I think coming 
together and supporting each other 
and sending that support to Virginia is 
probably the most important thing our 
students could do.”
Stew Carrier, a member of the GVSU 
wrestling team, asked students to reach 
out and be there for each other.
“What if someone had been there for 
him?” he asked “Would he still have 
done those horrible things? I want to 
encourage everyone to be that person 
for somebody sometime, because 
you really don’t know if you can stop 
something like that or if you can improve 
somebody's life.”
Toward the end of the event. GVSU 
students Eric Drewry and Whitney
See Vigil, A2
Director of Financial Aid to retire
By Rachael Williams
GW. Auittanl Setrt Editor
Ken Fridsma. director of Financial 
Aid. is slowly making his retirement 
exit after 39 years at Grand Valley State 
University.
As GVSU’s only Financial Aid 
director, Fridsma has managed to 
increase the operating budget from 
$50,000 when he Aral started to $165 
million
"I primarily worked with federal and 
state programs to make sure our students 
got their fair share of the money” 
Fridsma said “Financial Aid provides 
students access to an education What
better career can a 
person have than being 
an influential person 
in helping a student 
attend college?"
In his time at 
GVSU. Fndsma has 
implemented the Bert 
Price Scholarships.
____  which were recently
overturned by Proposal 
2. and has successfully 
helped to fund more money into the 
need-based Financial Aid program 
At 67. Fridsma said he looks forward 
to complete retirement
“I want to spend more time with my 
grandkids and maybe play some golf ”
he said. “I might do some consulting 
work on the side I was thinking I 
wanted to retire when I was 65. but my 
boss convinced me to stay on until we 
went live on Banner "
Still working part-time in the Financial 
Aid office. Fndsma is transitioning into 
retirement as the department awaits his 
replacement The Financial Aid office is 
working to recruit a new director 
“It’s time for a new cycle," Fridsma 
said “It's a good time There's a certain 
philosophy that needs to be impaned 
to the next Financial Aid director I'm 
confident that they’ll find a suitable 
replacement.”
Sec Fridsma, A2
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Safety
continued front poge A1
Knur to Mundayt shouting. 
GVSU Pneatdrm Thomas J. 
Haw asked Ban Mettle. Dean 
at Studenti. to determine d (he 
univcnky'% “emergency rapunse" 
pin waa adequate Haw uud he 
made (he request after Eastern 
Michigan Umveruty struggled 
to respond to a homicide on its 
campus earlier dm academic year 
Haw uud his military 
background with (he Coast Guard
hw given him plenty ut experience 
with analyzing and (acilitaung 
emergency response planning 
Amonghnexperience, heated his 
staff involvement n (he response 
to (he I9H9 Exxon Valdez oil spill 
in Prince William Sound. Alaska.
Haw met with umveruty 
officials Wednesday to question 
whether the umveruty had the 
proper emergency resources and 
training « GVSU
“I’m very confident that we 
have the nghi communication 
and relationship* (with DPS and
local law enforcement) to ensure 
that we have the right number of 
responders," he said
Haw said in addition to 
evaluating the current emergency 
response plan, he wants to 
accommodate the emotional needs 
at students gneving and feeling 
anxiety w a result of the Virginia 
Tech attack.
"We definitely want to take care 
of the needs of those students.” he 
said.
To bnng mourners and 
supporters together. GVSU held
a candlelit vigil on the Allendale 
Campus Tuesday night m 
remembrance of those who died
As far Afoen. he said he plans 
to continue his classes at Virginia 
Tech without hesitation.
“Thai said, I still feel safe at 
Virginia Tech,” he said ‘This 
situation could happen at my 
school, and I am very confident 
in the abilities of the local law 
enforcement Virginia Tech is like 
a second home to me. and 1 would 
not dunk of attending anywhere 
else.”
Day of Silence
continued front poge At
Hall and down the main 
campus drive.
With a slight tune change 
from last year, the silent march 
occurred during claw exchange 
when the most students would be 
around to witness the event.
“Last year we had the march 
at noon, and no one was around 
because classes had already 
started,” McKinney said. ‘There s 
really no point to marching for 
no one. so we changed that for
this year's event .’*
The Day of Silence concluded 
with the Break the Silence Rally 
Speaker Eddie Sarafty, who won 
the title of funniest gay comedian 
at Stand Up New York in New 
York City, spoke at 9 pm in the 
Grand River Room of Kirkhof 
Center. Sarafty was featured 
on Comedy Central's Premium 
Blend
Packets of information 
regarding the event and free T- 
shirts were handed out at the 
kickoff meeting Tuesday night.
Cards explaining their silence
were included in each packet, 
w well w two bigotry cards to 
be given to people who express 
negative opinions of the event.
“We only give the students two 
bigotry cards, because hopefully 
they won't really need to use 
them here," McKinney said.
Students used (heir individual 
discretion on the amount or 
intensity of their silence. Failing 
a claw participation grade or 
project is not the goal, McKinney 
said.
In addition. Out ‘N‘ About 
members stressed that this event
is not only for those who identify 
themselves as gay, lesbian, 
bisexual or transgender, but for 
anyone who believes in a safe 
school environment without hate 
crimes or discrimination
“We want people to know 
that there are resources here on 
campus, and places to go if you 
do fed unsafe." McKinney said.
The Counseling and Career 
Development Center. Women’s 
Center, Office of Multicultural 
Affairs and Public Safety all 
provide aid and services to 
victims of discrimination
Fridsma
continued front page A1
Fndsma served as the 
President of the Michigan 
Financial Aid Association in 
1972, as a chairman of the 
Midwest Regional College Board 
Office and as a trainer throughout 
his career for the Midwest 
Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators, as well as the 
National Association of Student 
Financial Aid Administrators 
“I've had a very rewarding 
career.” Fridsma said. “I was 
the only person on staff when 1
came, and now there's 17.”
In thinking about the future. 
Fndsma said he is ready to relax, 
but will miss certain aspects of 
his job.
“So much of my life has 
been Grand Valley," Fridsma 
said ‘‘My life is the community 
here. I’ll miss the university. I’ll 
miss my colleagues, but I’m not 
worried. I’ll find things to do.”
Recipient of the 
Distinguished Service Award, 
National Leadership Award 
and the Lifetime Achievement 
Award from MASFAA, he 
also received the Alan Purdy
Award, recognizing turn as the 
most outstanding Financial Aid 
Administrator in the Midwest 
Fndsma remains humble, but 
said being recognized by his 
peers was one of the biggest 
highlights of his career.
Earning his bachelor's 
degree in chemistry from Calvin 
College and his master's in 
higher education administration 
from Michigan State University, 
Fridsma left Kent State 
University as the Assistant 
Financial Aid Director for the 
position at GVSU.
“There's probably two
things I'm proud of most — the 
scholarships that recruit good 
students academically and 
athletically and Bert Price,” 
Fndsma said. “It's all part of the 
effort of the school's program to 
establish the kind of students we 
want at the university. It’s always 
been about the students "
Fridsma said he may remain 
at GVSU for as long as a year 
working part-time until his 
replacement is found He said 
it serves as a good transition 
period for not only the office, but 
also for himself, gening used to 
retired life.
Vigil
continued from page A1
Wilson, who helped set up 
the event, got on stage and led 
the group through the first verse 
of “Amazing Grace.”
Stephani Morris, a Student
Senator, said (here was a great 
deal of support for the event.
“We have a very proactive 
campus, and an event like this 
really shakes college campus 
communities and our student 
body expressed interest,” she 
said. “I know for me personally,
I wanted to make sure their 
wishes were heard and followed 
through, and that the students 
could actually partake in 
something"
Students distributed black 
ribbons in the Kirkhof Center 
on Wednesday. The Office
of Student Life made GVSU 
flags available for students to 
sign and Chris Roe. president 
of the Ravines Neighborhood 
Association, is working to create 
a banner to send to Virginia 
Tech.
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I LOCATION
MON-WED
4 23 4 25
THURS
4 26
FRI
4 22
SAT - SUN
4 28 4 29
THE COMMONS •
......... .........................
. Jf’i. . I, y.‘ Ji
Frith Food Company 7.30am - 8pm 7:30am - 8pm 7:30am -4pm Closed
Einstein Bros. Bagels 7:30am- 8pm 7:30am-2pm 7:30am - 2pm Closed
The Food Court 10am - 6pm 10am - 3pm Closad Closed
KIRKHOF CENTER
The Lobby Shop 7:30am-2am 7:30am - 12mid 7:30am - 6pm Closed
River Landing 11am- 11pm 11am-2pm 11am-2pm Closed
KLEINER COMMONS
-
Marketplace 11am - 12mid 11am - 12m»d 11am- 3pm Closed
C Store/Java City 24 Hours 24 Hours Open until 3pm Closed
Late Night 10pm - 2am 10pm - 2am Closed Closed
C3 EXPRESS 
[MAKHAU]
7:30am -8pm 7:30am -8pm 7.30am - 2pm Closed
MEADOWS 11am -2pm 11am- 2pm 11am - 2pm Closed
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA 11am -lam 11am-2 am
..........................
11am-2am 12noon- 11pm
PEW CAMPUS
Plaza Cafe 9am-9pm 9am - 9pm 9am - 2pm Closed
Gazebo 7:30am-6pm 7:30am-6pm 7:30am- 11am Closad
Program donates 
students' unwanted 
end-of-the-year items
- *
Limited number of units available! *
FREE RENT 1 Contact the Association Office Today! /
' " M -V
l  .
By Rachael Williams
GVL Assistant News Editor
In its third year of service. Project 
Donation will be turned over to the 
Residence Housing Association in 
an attempt to continue the growth 
of the project by involving mure 
students
'The original goal was to 
eventually turn it over to a student 
organization.'' said Renee Daniel. 
GVSU custodial staff member 
who was the main coordinator 
and founder of the project 
"Housing has really gotten on 
board advertising die project in 
the closing information and just by 
word of mouth We were hoping 
RHA would take over."
The project first originated 
three years ago in several living 
centers on the Allendale Campus 
of Grand Valley State University. 
Organizers hoped students would 
donate unwanted items to non­
profit organizations at the end of 
the year that they would normally 
throw away.
”1 was so surprised by all of the 
dungs the students were throwing 
away." Daniel said “1 couldn’t 
believe k."
Stacy Beebe, president of RHA. 
said she is looking forward to this 
year's program and added RHA has 
been actively working to promote 
the project.
‘‘A lot of students have a lot of 
things they don't necessarily need 
once they move out," Beebe said. 
"We try to encourage students 
to donate it rather than throw it 
away."
Beebe said she. along with other 
RHA members, set up four white 
recycling boxes in each living 
center, including the living centers 
on the Pew Campus
"The custodians are superv ising 
all of the donation boxes." said 
Gloria Myaard, custodial supervisor 
far Facilities Services. "It also helps 
with sustainability ... and cut down 
on dumpster diving.”
In its first year of the project, 
about IOjOOO pounds of goods were
collected. Daniel said. The Kcond 
year they collected about 33JOOO 
pounds
“As die project gets bigger, we 
are in need of agencies (hat are 
willing to accept a wide range of 
materials and goods,' Daniel said.
This year. all donations will go 
to the Salvation Army, Goodwill 
and Mel Trotter Ministries Each 
living center will be designated a 
specific agency and has separate 
pickup times to ensure the living 
centers say clean. Daniel said.
“We've gotten anything from 
microwaves to clothing to canned 
goods," Daniel said. "We try 
to make it as easy as possible 
for students to donate It’s also 
important to housing that the living 
centers stay maintained and that's 
why we'll stay involved in the 
project."
Although the project is geared 
toward students living on campus. 
Beebe said items can be taken to 
the Facilities Services building for 
donation
“I definitely think the project 
will grow phenomenally in terms 
of numbers because the student 
involvement is so much higher." 
Beebe said. “Students being the 
primary promoters, it's easy for 
more students to hear about it and 
w ant to contribute "
Myaard said she is comfortable 
handing the project over to RHA 
and is excited for students to 
participate in the planning.
“It was important that we hung 
onto it until it became stable." 
Myaard said. “It's a student program 
and the students should be the ones 
who take all the compliments. All 
we will do is direct."
Project Donation will be open 
through exam week. The boxes 
are stationed in every living center 
and accompanied by posters and a 
pickup schedule
For mure information, contact 
Daniel at (231 >220-5157.
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News in Brief
GVSU may add environmental 
studies minor
The Untvernty Cumcukxn 
Comnattec n reviewing a 
Pixapectia for an cnwanmenial 
tfudiea rranur
When the mnur ■ available, 
students may chooae to u*r 
classes in a vanety of areas 
such as biology, chemistry, 
geotofy. English, sociology 
and anthropulugy They will be 
requatd to Cake a certain number 
at classes trum each held to be 
well-rounded, said Kade Cron, 
a member at the Student Senate 
Educational Aftan Committee 
GVSU wiD be the 283id 
imOUioa at higher education to 
adopt this type at program, Croat 
said.
Sorman chosen as chair in Art 
and Design
Steven Sorman was chosen 
as the facility member to All the 
first fully-endowed chair at Grand 
Valley State Univeruty.
Sorman. originally bom 
Minnesota and cunvntly residing 
m New YoA, will be to GVSU far 
the 2007-08 academic year as the 
Stuart and Barbara Padnos Chav 
tn Art and Design.
Sorman was a facuky member 
at Minneapolis College at Ait 
and Design, Indiana Univeruty. 
Vermont College and Bennington 
College
tic earned nn twcnckv of fine 
ares in painting from the Univeraty 
of Minnesota and has worked in 
numerous areas of the media, but 
is known mainly for his wnk aa a 
painter and pnntmaker
Sorman's work has been 
shown at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Alt, the Smithsonian 
Museum of American Ait the 
Rawer Museum of Ait in Sydney. 
Australia and the Singapore Ait 
Museum.
This fall. Henry Matthews, 
GVSU * director of Galleries and 
Collections, will curate a show 
of Sorman s work at the Urban 
Institute for Contemporary Ait in 
Grand Rapids
Graduate students to receive 
Exceience Awards
All graduate students, then 
families, facuky and staff 
who are involved in graduate 
education are invited to attend the 
Graduate Student Celebration and 
Excellence Awards
The Graduate Dean’s Citations 
for Excellence will be presented 
to outstanding graduate students 
in several categories an Friday
Refreshments will be served at 
the event, which runs horn 3:30 
to 7:30 pm in Hager-Lubbers 
Exhibition Hall and Looacmare 
Auditorium an GVSU's Few 
Campus.
Fcr more information, contact 
Irene Fountain at founUuftgvsu 
edu
Slave ship expert to speak
Marcus Redikrr. profess** 
of history at the University of 
Pittsburgh and expert ho* nan 
on mantime ships, will speak at 
GVSU tonight
The event is part of the 
year-long series Remember the 
Crossings
Redikrr will present ‘The 
Floating Dungeon: A History 
of the Slave Ship" to 7 pm in 
Loosemore Auditorium an the 
Few Campus.
The event it free and open to 
the public For more informatkn, 
call Sleeve Buckhdge at (616) 
331-8530. or visit httpV/www 
gvsu win/abolition 1b learn more 
about Rediker. visit http7/www 
mareusredikercam
Professor to use fellowship to aid elderly
re- • >w
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Helping others: Professor Rebecca Davis received $120,000 for a two year, post doctoral fetowshrp
Research will help 
construct nursing homes, 
assisted living centers 
better suited for seniors
By Rachel Royer
GVL Staff Writer
The future construction of nursing homes 
and assisted living centers could be in the 
hands of Grand Valley Stale University 
professor Rebecca Davis
Davis, a nursing professor at GVSU, 
recently received SI 20/XI) for a two-year, 
post-doctoral fellowship from the John A. 
Hanford Foundation
The fellowship will help fund research 
Da vts has been conducting on the construction 
of nursing homes and assisted living centers 
for the elderly.
Davis completed previous research on 
participants 18 years and older, and plans to 
do her next research on participants 34 and 
older.
She will study the structure of nursing 
homes and assisted living centers in order to 
determine the best way to design buildings for 
the elderly, particularly those with dementia 
and Alzheimer* disease
T call them cues." Davis said They're 
kinds of things in a nursing home environment 
that can help residents find their way Many 
move into senior apartments from a house 
they've lived m for yean, and they have to 
find a new way They have skiwer walking.
their vision has worsened and it's really 
difficult for them to learn how to find their 
way. so they may become socially isolated ”
Davis will do to using a vutual reality 
program that depicu nursing homes and 
assisted living centers so she can find out 
what works best for the elderly
“I've gut candidates up to 90 yean old 
using joy sticks and using different cues," 
Davis said ‘They really enjoy it and I have 
them try to work their way through the 
buildings"
Davis will work with with Barbara 
Themen at the University of Michigan in 
order to translate what she learns from the 
virtual reality program and apply it in the real 
world, she said
Themen a an architect who specializes in 
budding facilities for senior* with dementia 
and Al/heuners.
Davis was inspired to start her research 
when her father was moved to a nursing home 
and had trouble finding his way around.
"I had a difficult tune finding my way 
around the budding, let alone him being 
able to find his way." Davis said. “He was 
on oxygen, and it was difficult because he 
was short of breath There were king white 
hallways with no cues in them and all of 
them look the same."
Most of the buddings are not elder- 
fncndly, Davis added They were simply 
stenle-kmking and with pale colors, as to be 
appealing and neat to the families moving 
patients in, but not necessarily on the patients 
themselves, she said.
“I think 1 11 find that older people are 
more dependent on color, colorful cues and 
realistic-kxiking cues. Black and white and 
pale colors are harder for people because 
their vision changes as they get older, (which) 
makes distinguishing contrasts harder." 
Davis said.
There needs to be a kind of science applied 
to designing elderly facilities, she said There 
should be mice windows to include a seme
of where the residents are in the world, as 
well as more decorating so every room does 
not look the same, she added
‘This is important research because of our 
baby booming generations." Davis said. “All 
of us will be living m some kind of senior 
citizen home, and helping them engage m 
their community is better for your brain if 
you can interact with the world around you 
verses being afraid to leave your room."
Student graduates nine years, two degrees later
(ourtny Photo I J*M Om«
Longtime learner left Green came to GVSU m
1996 He earned a degree n pohbcal sconce n 2006. 
end *4 pet up another n Russian studes thrs month
Alicia Wireman
GVL Stqff Writer
Many students would not dream of 
extending their college experience beyond 
the typical four years, let alone nine
However, Jeff Green. 30. has made 
himself at home as a student at Grand 
Valley Stale University.
Originally from Lansing. Green made 
the journey to Allendale in 1998 as a 
transfer student from Lansing Community 
College.
“One of the best things I’ve ever done 
in my life was to come to Grand Valley," 
he said.
Green made West Michigan his 
permanent home and began working 
toward his first degree In December 
2006. he received a bachelor of science 
m political science, and will obtain a 
bachelor of arts in Russian studies with a
minor in philosophy this month
“Getting my first degree was rewarding, 
but the thing that really meant a lot to me 
was when my dad said. 'This is one of the 
happiest days of my life,’" Green said 
“TTiat to me showed that he wouldn't have 
had it any other way.”
After discovering Russian heritage on 
the paternal side of his family, his interest 
in Russian studies grew.
“I had always had an interest in 
(Russian) as a result of growing up in 
the ‘80s and being witness to the Cold 
War. and that is something I will always 
remember." he said. “It’s unique on this 
campus to remember the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and the fall of Communism across 
Eastern Europe, and that really attracted 
me to the political side of the Soviet 
Union. Russia and what it has become 
today."
Even though his passion and interest in 
Russia helped him get where he is now.
he said he received significant help along 
the way.
Christine Rydel, professor and director 
of Russian studies, has been one of 
Green's professors for several years. She 
said watching Green grow as a student has 
been rewarding
“I first met Jeff many years ago in a 
Russian literature clast." she said. “He 
is an intelligent and teachable student 
who comes up with unexpected, deep 
thoughts Jeff is an enthusiastic and 
curious person."
In addition to working on his two 
degrees. Green has been actively involved 
in Student Senate, the Legal Society and 
president for the Russian Circle.
In 2000, he took a year off from school 
to run for political office in Michigan. He 
ran against five others for the Republican 
seat in the State House of Representatives
See Green, A7
Entrepreneurs take unwanted textbooks, make profits
By Kimberty Shine
GVI. Staff Writer
When a book cannot be 
returned during book buyback 
week, many students shove them 
on shelves, throw them away or 
try to sell them online
The Collegiate Entrepreneurs' 
Organization has another option 
for those who run into this 
problem.
CEO is entering its third year 
of offering students an alternative 
to stashing or discarding their 
used textbooks. The organization 
will host its annual textbook 
donation and fund-raiser during 
finals week
“A book in the trash is 
worthless to everybody." said 
Vice President of CEO Brent 
Reame “Any book that the 
GVSU University Bookstore 
won't buy back, usually because 
it's an old edition, we will take."
Starting Monday. the 
organization will set up donation 
tables on (he Allendale and 
Pew campuses. Tables will be 
stationed at the Kirkhof Center. 
Kleiner Commons and the DeVos 
Center
The idea for CEO’s annual
textbook fund-raiser was 
prompted three years ago after 
a fellow member could not 
return a book. Brent said. Its 
consistent success has helped 
the organization become an 
independent, non-profit and 
entrepreneurial organization, he
added.
“We are one of the only student 
organizations that does not use 
money from the Student Life 
budget.” said Brandon Reame. 
president of CEO. "We’re totally 
independent."
As an entrepreneurial
organization, much of the 
collected funds go toward the 
assorted goals of CEO members 
Goals such as lowering costs 
for members to attend various 
entrepreneurial conferences and 
events accross the country have 
been accomplished in the past.
Brandon said
“CEO is composed of many 
business-minded students from 
different majors across campus." 
Brent said. ‘There are a lot of 
events around the country that
See Donation, A7
Congratulations Graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening early for your 
convenience on April 28th.
Reservations will be accepted between 12:00 and 4:00pm. 
Normal call ahead seating will apply after 4:00.
Grandville 261-3020
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EDITORIAL------------------------------------------------------
Mute witness
As students and staff silence themselves 
in hopes of halting the harassment against 
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender 
individuals, the community must strive for 
tolerance year-round at Grand Valley State 
University.
In an educational environment, ample opportunity 
exists for liberation of the mind. GVSU welcomes 
people from all backgrounds, uniting them in the 
classroom, student organizations and at university 
events. However, despite administrators' best efforts to 
promote diversity and teach tolerance, incidents of hate 
occur on campus, and victims feel the repercussions.
On Wednesday, the GVSU community invoked its 
annual Day of Silence, refraining from speech all day to 
promote awareness for minorities of sexual orientation. 
Supporters demonstrated their opposition for the 
discrimination and bullying of these groups by attending 
a silent march and listening to the keynote speaker.
While event organizers should be commended for 
helping to open people’s eyes, students and staff must 
put this attitude into practice every day of the year.
It is commonplace for individuals to fear what they do 
not know. The danger in this fear is bred when ignorance 
turns to hatred. Rather than judging someone based upon 
their sexual orientation or habits, people should try to 
understand others who are not like them. Sitting down 
and speaking to someone with different beliefs or values 
is one way to disengage fear of the unknown.
Furthermore, students must be mindful of their 
words. Discriminatory comments can make others feel 
unwelcome or uncomfortable at the university, a place 
which focuses on the pursuit of education. Rude and 
biased remarks should be kept out of the classrooms and 
common areas.
College is a place for minds to mature and expand.
As staff and students come together for the universal 
goal of learning, they should remember to respect one 
another regardless of orientation. With a greater sense of 
acceptance and understanding, individuals can enhance 
safety and security for all who attend GVSU.
gallep %anti)om
The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University
Editorial Page Board
Jenna Carlesso Editor in Chief 
Laura Wasilewski Assistant Editor 
Brandon Hubbard Assistant Editor 
Jennifer Hoewe Editorial Page Editor
“Financial Aid provides students 
access to an education. What 
better career can a person have 
than being an influential person in 
helping a student attend college?”
Ken Fridsma
Director of Financial Aid at Grand Valley
State University
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lan thorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Valley 
Community
The Grand Valley Lan thorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
often three vehicles of expression for 
reader opinions letters to the editor, 
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by current 
picture identification if dropped oft 
in person Letten will be checked 
by an employee of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn
Letten appear as space permits 
each issue The limit for letter lenvth
is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letten and columns for 
length restrictions and clarity 
All letten must be typed 
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for erron 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letten or e- 
mail typographic erron
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those of 
the univenity, its Board of Trustees, 
officen. faculty and staff
EDITORIAL CARTOON
YOUR INSIGHTS
How would you describe Grand Valley State 
University in a single sentence?
‘Grand Valley definitely has 
a very beautiful and friendly 
campus*
"It's the only place in the 
world where the wind will 
blow in your face in every 
direction you take'
"It's a campus where you 
can walk around and feel 
comfortable to just be who 
you are "
"It's big enough to be 
diverse, but small enough 
to feel personal *
Kristi Halewkz
Senior
Group Social Studies
Chris Dondzila
Senior
Exercise Science
Erika Dawkins
Freshman 
Health Professions
Kyle Meinke
Junior
Journalism
GVL STUDENT OPINION
Personal tragedy highlights the need for appreciation
By Mason Nichols
GVL Columnist
It's just like they say. life 
can change in an instant.
Merely seven days after 
writing about my barber 
Jeny and how I am a person 
unaccustomed to death m my 
family, tragedy struck tor the 
first time in my life
The entire week leading up 
to March 31 was filled with 
a strange array of events and 
occurrences.
During the same weekend 
I heard about Jerry's unstable 
condition, my father and I 
were getting the oil changed 
on our Chevy Cavalier. As we 
stood watching the workers 
perform their tasks, we heard a 
loud screeching noise outside 
From what we could see. one 
motorist nearly rear-ended 
another because she was not 
paying attention as the driver 
in front of her slowed down.
One walker, annoyed by 
the near accident, said. ‘That's 
what you get for not paying 
attention
►4
Nichols
On the 
Monday 
after I 
returned to 
Allendale.
I was 
driving to 
pick up my 
girlfriend, 
who 
had just
returned from spring break As 
I approached the uUersection 
of 48th Avenue and Chicago 
Drive. I came to a stop behind
a van
The van continuously 
inched forward, appearing as 
if it was going to turn several 
times. Yet it still remained at 
the stop sign. Finally, the van 
began to make its turn
I looked left to make 
sure no one was traveling 
westbound and stepped on the 
gas to begin my turn.
Smash.
Thai's what I get for not 
paying attention
The accident, while minor, 
waa the first I ever had it 
affected me greatly because of 
what I had seen and heard the
weekend prior
Later that week, my sister 's 
Saturn Ion was parked outside 
of a Target near her house in 
suburban Chicago As she 
returned to her car from (he 
store, she noticed a much 
larger Ford Expedition parked 
so close to her Ion that it was 
actually resting on top of it.
That made three similar 
car-related incidents in only 
a few days But none of these 
were as extreme as the events 
that would occur Saturday 
I was on my way to Meijer 
when I got a call regarding 
my Uncle Joe Through the 
phone's receiver I listened to 
my father 's words, but they 
were wtwds I couldn't seem to 
comprehend
My uncle was involved 
in an accident where his 
Harley-Davidson motorcycle 
slipped out from under him 
while rounding a turn Again. I 
couldn't understand the words 
when I heard them — “He 
didn't make it"
How could this seemingly 
invincible man be gone7 
Thu was a man who rode hu
beloved Harley across (he 
United States through all types 
of weather This was a man 
who raced a souped-up Harley 
in multiple drag races and was 
never once severely injured
Beyond that, this was a 
man with a heart of gold Thu 
was a man who loved his 
country and would support 
it in any way he could This 
was a man who would always 
find a way to make hu family 
members laugh whenever they 
got together for an occasion
This was a man who was 
willing to help you no matter 
what the circumstance Got a 
problem with the car? Uncle 
Joe always knew how to fix it. 
Need help on the freeway7 He 
was there in an instant
Life is a very precious 
thing Too often, we take it for 
granted It becomes necessary 
to step back and take a look at 
our lives and how they would 
be if we didn't have the ones 
we loved
Only then can we see how 
blessed we truly are
My Oscar speech: Thank you for the best job ever
By Ben Hodges
GVL Columnist
Some people work in 
restaurants Some people 
get paid to do landscaping 
I spent this semester 
getting paid to write about 
taaering old people and 
beating my tally wacker 
around like an old rug.
Like it or hate it, you 
have to admit I have had an 
awesome job these past few 
months Not only did I get 
to write on a weekly basis 
(I've loved writing since 
I was young), but I got to 
write about anything that I 
wanted
I didn't get assigned 
topics to write about I 
wrote about whatever 
popped into my head 
Cockfights7 Sure Feeing in 
showers7 Whv not Tackline
Hodges
sheep7 Of 
course 
Did
you get to 
do that at 
your job? 
Probably 
not.
Some 
girl
bashed 
me at a party one weekend 
while I was at the keg 
She told me my columns 
are stupid, and they don't 
make sense Guess what, it 
paid for my cup What did 
you have to do for yours? 
Answer phones?
But it wss really no 
surprise Although many 
people enjoyed my columns, 
a lot more hated them 
I'm used to that I've been 
hashed on Facebook I've 
been bashed on LiveJoumal 
I’ve even been bashed on
Web sites I’ve never even 
heard of. A girl on one of 
these sites wrote about how 
her sister turned down a full 
ride scholarship to Grand 
Valley State University 
because of people like me
Some people I know said 
a professor was making 
students read one of my 
columns as an example of 
"ageism "
It always bothered me 
that the Lanthorn didn't 
have a humor column 
When I came to college.
I expected the paper to be 
full of it. After all. we are 
the same people who spent 
the last 10 yean witching 
"South Park” and "The 
Daily Show ” Why should 
our entertainment be limited 
to television?
I looked around this 
year at a lot of univeraities' 
newsnanen I looked at bit
and small schools, even 
some Big Ten schools And 
I didn't find a single humor 
column I couldn't even 
find a bad attempt at being 
humorous
So you have to give it to 
the editors here for even 
printing my stuff They very 
easily could have told me to 
shove it.
And I owe a big thank 
you to my girlfriend for 
helping me out every week. 
And thanks also goes out 
to every other person who 
proofread my ramblmgs and 
helped me mold them into 
the masterpieces your eyes 
feasted upon
Thanks to the people 
who told me I rock And 
thanks even more to the 
people who hated me based 
solely on my columns I 
love getting a rise out of 
oeoole I have succeeded
( l
Michefe PawUk. A6£ Editor 
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Second City improv to invade GV
Touring comedy 
company will 
perform Truth. 
Justice, or the 
American Way’
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff HYitrr
The Second City Touring 
Company will look to draw 
laugh* when it bring* its bag of 
tricks to campu* in the form of 
an improv *how Friday night
For this year's winter 
comedy performance. Spotlight 
Production* will welcome the 
group and its show Truth, 
Justice, or the American Way."
The performance features six 
comedian*, including Anthony 
LeBlanc. Abby McEnany. Robyn 
Norris, Seth Weitbcrg. Lilly 
Allison and Joey Bland
Josh Miller, company manager 
of Touring and Theatricals for 
The Second City of Chicago, 
said comedians audition to join 
the company after a year or more 
of experience and training in 
improv and sketch comedy.
The Second City has been 
around for more than 47 years. 
Miller said The company has 
stages in Chicago. Las Vegas, 
Detroit and Toronto. It also 
has three companies that tour 
internationally.
"The touring shows arc 
constantly evolving." Miller
said “Literally, we’ve been to 
every state in the union and 
several other countries We've 
toured from Amsterdam to Iraq 
and everywhere in between " 
Second City has launched 
the careers of many well-known 
comedians, such as Steve Carell, 
Tina Fey. Stephen Colbert. Mike 
Myers. Chris Farley. Bill Murray. 
Martin Short and John Belushi 
“That list of people toured the 
country and performed on our 
stages," Miller said “(They’ve) 
achieved success in part because 
of the training they received and 
the skills they honed by working 
for The Second City ”
The Chicago-based group will 
put on the show for GVSU.
"They’ve always been a group 
we’ve wanted to have." said Gina 
Hinel, executive vice president 
of Spotlight Productions “We 
tried to get them a couple years 
ago and they were unavailable. 
This year we could finally get 
them"
Audiences can expect 
political and social satire during 
"Truth. Justice, or the American 
Way." Miller said. Fie said the 
comedians leave the range of 
topics to be discussed pretty 
vague since “each show has its 
own voice ”
Hinel agreed, saying it varies 
from show to show
“They come in knowing kind 
of what they want to do, but go 
by the audience (and) play off 
topics the audience may like 
better,” she said.
I
4
GVl StttM* ' lat* Sfown
Laugh machine: Stand up come Jay London, a contestant on NBC’s 'Last Come Standing.’ entertaess students and introduces 
contestants (or the second round of Last Laker Standing last year m the Grand diver Room of Kirkhof Spotlight Productions is a 
student-run company responsible for recruiting comedians to perform at GVSU
Hinel added students have stage in front of students. Miller
enjoyed Spotlight's comedy 
shows and they are filled to 
capacity almost every time 
“It’s something different than 
going to a movie or going over 
to hang out at a friend's house." 
she said “It’s a great alternative 
to the normal "
Shows such as these feature 
the comedy stars of tomorrow on
added
The performance will be at K 
p.m. Tickets cost $5 for GVSU 
students and faculty if purchased 
in advance They are S10 for 
non-GVSU members and $10 
at the door for everyone. To 
purchase, visit the 2020 Desk 
or go online at StarTickctsPlus. 
There are about 3.000 tickets
available, according to the 2020 
desk Entry costs will support 
the talent and promotion of the 
show. Hinel said The Second 
City comedy show is expected to 
last an hour and a half, with a 15- 
minutc intermission.
For more information visit 
http://wwwsecondcity.com or 
http://www studentlife gvsu edu
24 Hour Film Festival challenges aspiring filmmakers
Grand Rapids festival gives 
filmmakers 24 hours to write, 
produce, direct film
By John Faarup 
and Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff
Producing a film often proves to be an arduous 
and difficult task taking months to complete 
However, a festival in the Grand Rapids area is 
challenging local filmmakers to accomplish tlse feat 
in just one calendar day.
The 24 Hour Film Festival i* what it sounds like 
Each group is given 24 hours to write, produce and
direct a film, and then the top 10 submissions will 
be judged by a three-person panel First prize is 
$1,000, with the People's Choice Award and Best 
Alumni Film Award also given out.
The festival is a three-step process. On Friday 
at the Compass Film Academy, each team will 
nominate a producer that will attend a meeting where 
they will be given a theme, a prop and a location 
drawn out of a hat The official time begins at 9 p.m 
and lasts until 9 p.m. the next day. If the submission 
is one second late, the team is disqualified
"We think that to some extent giving them such 
a short time challenges them to be more creative.” 
said Rachel Dik. vice president of the 24 Hour 
Film Festival. "They have to be creative with their 
story and with the amount of time they have to get 
it done In the film industry, you are often given a
deadline and you have a certain amount of time to 
get it finished."
Grand Valley State University student Jil S/cw ski 
participated in the event two years ago She said 
while she thinks a main component of the festival is 
the fun of the competition, it is also a good practice 
for filmmakers.
“It's a great exercise in thinking on your feet," 
she said. "The time crunch makes your creativity 
flow a lot faster”
On April 27. the top 10 films will be judged at 
Studio 28 at 8 p.m. Admission is $5, with drinks 
and popcorn included
Szcwski said although the films were only made 
in a day, it is possible for the judges to accurately 
gauge the talent of the participants
"The stories may not be fully processed, but you
are still able to recogm/e people's abilities." she 
said.
The festival has evolved since its inception 
in 2003 Since tlien, there have been seven more 
festivals and a dramatic increase in prize money
"The first time at the festival there were only 
seven teams competing, and since then there has 
been an average of 30 teams competing." Dik said 
"There has been a lot more interest from not only 
filmmakers, but sponsors as well."
There is an $80 non-refundable submission 
fee to participate Although the official deadline 
has passed to sign up. Dik said the festival still 
may accept applicants if they call by Thursday 
afternoon
To apply, contact Dik at the Compass Film 
Academy at (616) 458-4238. extension 3020
ART/
'Hide and Seek' thesis exhi
By Dani Willcutt
GVl. Staff Writer
Now through April 28. students can find 
"Hide and Seek : A Senior Thesis Photography 
Exhibition" on display in the Performing 
Arts Center art gallery on Grand Valley Stale 
University’s Allendale Campus
The exhibit displays collections of 
photographs that students have worked on 
in their thesis class, which are based on a 
semester-long project The project consisted 
of 20 images, but the students are only 
displaying six
"It’s great to see the students' progress 
over the semester." said Ann Mansolino. 
GVSU phottigraphy professor "There’s 
something about seeing (the projects) on the 
wall that makes it seem more finished ”
The students whose work is on display 
have been working throughout die semester 
to create their individual projects The 
students met once a week in a thesis seminar 
class with Mansolino
The object of the class is not to utilize 
it as a typical course or to work on the 
project, but for the students to discuss their 
progress At the beginning of the semester, 
each student chose a professor in the 
photography department to be their adviser 
for the semester long project These advisers 
were responsible for reviewing the projects, 
guiding the student* and checking up on their 
progress
Some of the student* chose subjects that
were complicated to photograph, giving 
them the obstacle of figuring out how to 
capture the environment of their subjects. 
Mansolino said With subjects including 
women recovering from drug addiction and 
people of Africa, the students found strong 
focuses for their solutions, she added
While working on the project, some 
students changed their ideas throughout the 
semester before deciding on one subject, said 
photography student Jason Rutter
‘Time has been a large factor in deciding 
on a subject." he said “The students have had 
to look at how much time (they’ve) had to 
complete the idea and if (they) could create a 
quality project from the idea "
Each student created a project that is 
unique from the others, said student Stephanie 
Sows While meandering through the 
gallery, students will find diverse collections 
of photographs capturing childhood toys, 
overseas trip documentaries, paper dolls and 
fairy tales, with some also sticking to street 
photography, she said
Aside from tlieir individual projects, 
the students have also been responsible for 
planning and constructing the entire show 
themselves. Rutter said
"Postcards, sign work, advertising and 
setting up food, much of the responsibility 
has been put into the hands of the students." 
Rutter said
Admission to the gallery is free The 
formal reception is tonight from 5 to 7 p m in 
the Performing Arts Center Students will he 
present to answer question* from viewers
GVt I HttMt NnWt
Pinal display: Photography students and fatuity spend thew today evening installing ’fhde and Seek A Semor 
Thesn Photography f iMrtion * The display will be open from today to April 28 m the Performing Arts Center 
Gallery on GVSUs Allendale Campus
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Duffy claims GV Battle of the Bands
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Rocking out: The band Norcom Composition performed ft GWTs Settle of the Sends The event 
wes held Fndey mght m the Kirfchof Center end helped rerse money for Reiey for Life
By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Assistant hditor
Sweat mixed guitar tokw resonated 
through the Kirkhof Center Friday mght 
as six bands vied to be Grand Valley Stale 
University's favorite,
Pan of Laker Late Night, the 2008 
Battle of the Bands rock showdown drew 
crowds of students and contest voters from 
the Relay for Life fund raiser coinciding 
in the Ficidhouse.
Despite being minus drummer Joe 
Girolamo. Duffy won the "Popular Vole" 
delivering a crowd pleasing performance 
with pianist Bill Kahkr pounding out the 
rhythm on drums
“I wasn't sure how it was going to go 
without Joe there, but it actually turned 
out pretty good." said Eric Kehue. Duffy's 
lead singer and guitarist
For Duffy, it was the second tune in 
less than a month (hat they have won a 
battle of the bands Duffy recently took 
lop honors at the Intersection's (Grand 
Raptds) battle of the bands
"I think we play a type of music that 
appeals to college students." Kehoe said 
"TTie bands at (Grand Valley’s) Battle of 
the Bands played a harder rock style dun 
us"
Kehue said the group has gathered a 
steady local following, especially with 
(A SC students Kehoe. Kahler and 
bassist Joe Robert arc GVSL' students.
"Our sound is a combination of 
acoustic and ruck." he said ‘That style 
comes a Imlc closer to pup (music) than 
the other bands "
Special “Judges' Selection" awards 
went to Vision Shifter and Nineveh, the 
last two bands of die evening.
Deviating from pup/radio rock. Grand 
Rapids-based Vision Shifter took the stage 
with a 10-minute guitar-led interlude by 
Ian Mormon. Bending notes and giving a 
nod to early hard ruck bands such as AC/ 
DC and Mctallica. Mom son delivered an 
epic solo Whik the audknee was initially 
reluctant to approach the stage, it was the 
other musicians who kft their seats to get 
a look at the Morrison's skills
Drummer Jusun Lee Dixon — sporting 
eyeliner — and vocalist "Johnathon" 
— with chrome platform shoes — came 
to the stage as performers as much as 
musicians
Muskegon's Nineveh also took to the 
stage with raw energy
Despite recording their new singk 
That’s One Small Step for Man. One 
Lamp of Derek." in a 16-hour session the 
night before, the band swayed, jumped 
and kicked their way through a three-song 
set.
"If you got your face melted off during 
that last one. it's OK.” joked kad singer 
Everett Parks "We’ve got insurance for 
that"
Afterward. Parks said he would 
describe the band's sound as. “If there is 
a category for loud and fun. that would be 
us."
Other performers included the 
Tromduck Wobblers, the Fabulous and 
the Norcom Composition
The event collected $53 in donations 
for Relay for Life.
Group's latest album 
gives Michigan pride
By Jo«l Mollon
WCKS music reviewer
Artist: Mason Proper 
Album: 'There is a Moth 
in Your Chest’
Sometimes it's OK to be 
proud of Michigan
We might not have the best 
economy and we certainly don’t 
have the best weather (snow in 
April?), but something we can 
boast about is a link band calkd 
Mason Proper Bom and raised 
in Alpena, these Northern lads 
are reshaping how many peopk 
view pop music
They are likened to such 
heavyweights as Radiohead and 
Belk and Sebastian, but they are 
so much more They vary their 
styk so drastically throughout 
their new album. "There is a 
Moth in Your Chest." that it 
proves chalknging to classify 
their sound.
This album is so immediately 
addictive you can’t turn it off 
before listening through it at 
kast a couple times. What's 
better is that it stays with you. 
playing in the back of your mind 
like your own private dance 
party where you’ll get lost and 
start singing along until its 3 am. 
and you realize that everyone in 
The Grand Coney on Michigan 
Avenue is staring
Mason Proper employs some 
rather strange instruments, 
occasionally hid in a suitcase, to 
enhance the audio joyride. When 
the suitcase is opened, audiences
are greeted with dancing lights 
and more knobs than you could 
shake a stick at
The instruments exude the 
appearance that someone put 
them together in the basement, 
but the shakes, wobbks. 
screeches and wails coming 
from this equipment, manned by 
Matt Thomson, gives the music 
originality It’s a serious kvel of 
compkxity that is not normally 
found in pop. jam or rock bands
Luckily. Mason Proper is 
all of these in one. with a large 
helping of experimentation 
Listeners will find aspects of the 
aforementioned styles, as well 
as a bit of country (“Blue Lips 
Eternal Inquiry”) and ekctronic 
("I Spy”) One thing listeners can 
be sure of is that these guys have 
intensity, passion and drive for 
their music It it demonstrated at 
every live show and documented 
on the album
Besides being taknted 
musicians. Mason Proper and 
front man Jon Visger have a 
stage presence that rivals much 
more popular bands Their 
biggest opener to date was in late 
October at Arlene's Grocery in 
New York City, where members 
shared a stage with Heavens and 
The Matches Aside from the 
occasional large performance. 
Mason Proper keeps a fairly 
aggressive Midwestern touring 
schedule and visits Grand Rapids 
regularly.
Mason Proper is giving 
Michigan something to be happy 
about, so go give this album 
a spin and get that moth out of 
your chest
Next laker Late Night
To wrap up the semester, check out Laker Late Night's final 
weekend of the year celebration Bands and Models
Live performances include Love Fossil. La Dispute. Moore- 
land, Forest Fire Likely and Death by Dancing
You Beautiful Black Woman will also put on their Next Top 
Model competition. The event, which has s Hollywood Ac­
cess theme, will be held in room 051 There, a panel of judges 
and the audience will vote to pick one woman and one man as 
Grand Valley State University's Next Top Model.
Event coordinator Jazmin Jones said this competition is dif­
ferent from die one seen on lekvision because YBBW is more 
concerned with personality than appearance During auditions. 
YBBW asked applicants about their goals and aspirations in 
life to evaluate characteristics other than the beauty of each 
person
Jones said the competition will give confidence to those 
who don't usually consider themselves beautiful.
"Society focuses too much on a person's looks." she said. 
"We weren’t looking for typical beamy within a person.*’
Both events are free and open to the public The night be­
gins at 9 p m in the Kirkhof Center.
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that meets your needs?
Designed for bright, career-oriented graduates, our MSA degree is a 
refreshing option for blazing your own career trail.
• General Administration
• Health Services Administration
• Human Resources Administration
• International Administration
• Sport Administration
• Leadership
• And many more1
The MSA Advantage
• Working closely with a service-oriented graduate advisor
• Personalizing your graduate program plan to meet your needs
• Gaming practical experience through internship and practicum 
opportunities... locally, regionally and nationally
• Experiencing interactive classes, a state ot the art library, and 
wireless campus facilities
MSA faculty consist of
outstanding university 
professors and successful 
administrators with
real-world experience.
We make it possible. Central Michigan University.
Call (989) 774-6525
E-mail: MSA@cmich.edu 
Online www.grad.craiG!i,edy/roia
The MSA is also offered through CMU Off-Campus Programs at centers across Michigan and 
online Take a look at these options at cmuoffcampus.CQm or call toll-free (877) 268-4636.
CttUi$anAA4f * :,n. ;oGpnfchedu 21436 4/07
CMU
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY
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This Week in DVD 
Releases:
an a Scandal"
Starr**: Ctae Blanched. Judi 
Dench
Blanche*! stars as a poOexy 
teacher who becomes involved 
wah a 15-year-old boy. A lonely, 
self-nghtecus older teacher, 
played by Dench, dnoovcrc their 
romance Predictably, drama 
ensues between the two and 
Blanches finch herelT caught in 
a mind game
'The 1 jhI King at Scotland" 
Starring: Forest Whaakcr. 
James McAvoy, Gtlhan 
Anderson
This Oscar winning ckama 
about a Ugandan dictator, 
played by Whitaker, explores 
the unstable atmosphere of a 
developing nation A Scottish 
doctor arrives m the country and 
is offered a position in the health 
department by the dictator, but 
he grows weary as the country 's 
future becomes increasingly 
murky , partly due to the head of 
state's paranoia
‘Smokin’ Aces”
Start**: Jeremy Piven. Ryan 
Reynolds. Alicia Keys
Kinetic energy takes on a 
new meaning with this action 
packed thriller burn director Joe 
Carnahan Piven stars as Buddy 
“Aces" Israel, a Las Vegas 
performer that revels in las mob 
affiliate status. The mob hoes a 
slew of professional killers to shut 
him up before he can become the 
raL Although more than a little 
empty at times, "Smokin’ Aces’* 
never bores.
‘Stranger’ is anything but perfect
Twist ending accelerates plot, but ultimately fails to deliver in this thriller
By Michelle Pawlak
CVL A&E Editor
kk 1/2 out of irkkk
‘Perfect Stranger' 
Starring: Halle Beny, 
Bruce Willis, Giovanni 
Ribisi
The latest thriller to hit 
the screen plays more like an 
introduction to the seven deadly 
sins rather than a plot-driven 
drama
Rowena (Halle Beny) is an 
undercover journalist searching 
for the story of her career. At 
the subway, a chance meeting 
with an old friend who seems 
distressed gets Rowena thinking. 
When her friend winds up dead 
the next day, she decides to go 
undercover to expose the hottest 
and most intense advertiser in 
New York. Harrison Hill (Bruce 
Willis), as the murderer With 
the aid of her trusty cohort 
Miles (Giovanni Ribisi). the 
two penetrate each layer that 
separates them from the truth.
Although “Perfect Stranger" 
does come through with the 
surprise ending you'll never 
believe, it's just not enough to 
make the movie great.
Yes. everything ties together
were loo dumb to figure out what 
really happened by haw* a guy. 
as Michelle said, explaining for 10 
minutes what “really" happened 
Previously m this column. I 
have often expressed my distaste 
for films that use twist endings 
lo justify the entire pkx While a 
little nugget of supnse is not an 
inherently bad dung, films that 
use the device such as “Perfect 
Stranger” are almost always dun on 
any satt of compelling story “Fight 
Club." ‘'The Prestige" and other 
films have illustrated that a “pulling 
the rug from underneath you” tactic 
can work quite well m the right 
setting Unfortunately, “Perfect 
Stranger" is not the right setting
Beny. Willis and Ribisi do their 
best lo keep this murder mystery 
afloat But nothing can save this 
five-star stinker from sinking under 
the weight of its own stupidity 
— not even Berry's usual stunning 
looks or Willis 'trademark bad boy 
face.
The World Wide Web 
infiltration spying might have 
wowed audiences 10 yean ago 
when the Internet was an the 
cusp of taking over the economic 
landscape. Here, it only adds 
another ludicrous layer of 
brainlessness lo die proceedings
About as forgettable as they 
come, don't bother wasting your 
time with this lemon Chances are, 
you migN end up with fewer bnun 
cells than when you started.
in the end — if you don't catch 
it, wait for Ribisi’s 10-minute 
monologue spelling it all out. 
Director James Foley distracts 
audiences with so many mini­
plots and leads, twisting and 
warping until the ending leaves 
audiences more satisfied than 
shocked. It got me. but did not 
wow me.
"Perfect Stranger" is full of 
corrupt people — Rowena fights 
for her pride. Hill is weak to lust
and Miles drips with envy The 
plot is an immoral domino effect 
rather than a mastermind plan.
But the acting is superb 
Although Berry and Willis 
are two of the top actors in 
Hollywood and casting them 
in this film made it worth 
watching. Ribisi refused to be 
shoved from the limelight. His 
performance was one of the only 
things that kept the film rolling.
By John Faarup
CVL Stqff Writer
k out of irkkk
Nothing screams “Beware, 
this rgpvie sucks" more than a 
twist ending (hat iw’t so much a 
twist as a cop out. Not only are 
the producers too lazy to construct 
a coherent and rewarding script, 
they treat their audience as if they
Cowiny Photo / Cohitnbu Pkturo*
Not-so 'perfect' pair Bruce WiHn and Halle Berry star with Giovanni Ribisi m the thriller ‘Perfect Stranger'
Green
continued from page A3
after John Jellema left office. 
Although Barb Vander Veen won 
the seat for the Republicans, 
Green remains positive about 
the loss.
"It was a good experience." 
he said. “I was able to apply 
what I had learned, try to do 
some different things (and) see 
how it worked and see how it 
didn't."
After a nine-year journey at 
GVSU, Green said the school 
prepared him for what lies 
ahead.
"I always wanted to be 
prepared to actually do something 
that I enjoy." he said. “Grand 
Valley has fully prepared me for 
life and for the real world "
Green said he intends to take 
a year off from school, study 
abroad in Russia for the second 
time during the summer and 
later pursue a master 's degree in 
Russian studies.
Although he has encountered 
many obstacles on his journey, 
he said he would not trade the 
experiences for anything.
"I'm glad that I've met the 
people I have, and can say that 
I’ve known those people." he 
said. "Each one of them has 
touched my life and benefited it 
in some way. I’ve been blessed 
to have spent the time that I have 
here, and I'll always remember 
this experience "
Donation
continued from page A3
these students like to attend, 
but the problem is the costs We 
sell books online for a profit, 
take that money and use it to 
sustain our organization "
“Our main goal is to help 
inspire students that want to run 
or start businesses." Brandon 
said. “By doing this fund-raiser 
we can grow as an organization, 
push entrepreneurship and the 
entrepreneurial mind-set to 
more students at Grand Valley.”
Though most funds aid CEO, 
the organization also donates 
to other groups Most recently, 
CEO donated to Relay For Life.
Also. books that the 
organization has not sold online 
in the past were given to other 
places, such as high schools 
Students wishing to donate 
to CEO's book drive and fund­
raiser can take their textbooks 
to the CEO tables during finals 
week
By Daniel Francis
Note: All names, excepting Sable, are changed 
to reflect the wishes of Mrs. Jones, who has rapidly 
become a close a friend of mine. She has. by her 
personal merit and foresight, accorded me the right to 
speak upon Mr. Jones' and her behalf.
In the Living room Kingdom of an African-American 
couple
1 learned what America was
The child crying in the face of faucet noises when 
argument ensued 
About “whatever"
Or "uncouth"
I watched the TV and assumed the pose of a 
Laugh track
I set my drink upon the baby's table 
And waited
Until the woman I valued
Came down from the woman the woman I wanted
"Wanna watch a movie?" Sable asked.
“Pause”
< S Min < About 15 Min.
- In the Mean Time -
- Lipitor
- The Middle of Frasier’s Exile
We watch a movie on a Playstation, which Mrs.
Jones retrieves from upstairs 
I have a smoke with Mr. Jones, who recaps our 
experience in the bathroom 
Becoming brothers
Smoking the green and wishing what was was what 
it is
Cleveland, L.A., Charleston, Trenton
Mrs. Jones spouting her loves for Mr. Jones 
Making him pork chops 
Making him beans 
Speaking over me
Mrs. Jones has declared her intentions to me about 
marrying a white man 
In the face of anything better coining along 
Drinking tequila 
The past
Expressing my personal thoughts apd opinions 
I am declared a Guardian Angel by Mrs. Jones 
After her husband departs for his third shift job
I take the Sincerity and run with it 
I left when Sable stated that she was tired 
Half-way through the movie 
And Mrs. Jones upstairs in bed
Francis is a GVSU senior majoring in psychology.
Character, Comfort & Beaut
KELLOGG community college
affordable summer classes...
registration going on now
www.kellogg.edu
Mem Campus
450 North Avenue
Battle Creek Ml 49017 3397
269965 3931
East am Academic Cantor
14055 26 Mile flood 
Albion Ml 49224 
517 630 8169
Grahl Cantor
125 Seeley Street 
Cotdwater Ml 49036 
517 278 3300
Fohoonfold Canter
2950 West M 179 Highway 
Hastings Ml 49058 
269948 9500
Regional Manufacturing 
Technology Cantor
405 Hill Brady Road 
Battle Creek Ml 49015 
269965 4137
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Experiencing world culture without leaving Allendale
International Club 
unites American, 
foreign students to 
share in culture
By Laura Mazade
GVL Laker Life Editor
With mure than 230 international 
students from 53 countries studying 
at Grand Valley Stale University this 
year, the Imenobonal Club offers 
a link fur them to get active and 
enhance their experiences
“It's very daunting to come 
abroad,” said Monica Coe. 
International Club member from 
England. The international students 
can get a chance to get to know 
each other through the dub h can 
sometimes be like a comfort zone.”
Far Manana Vieira, coming to 
GVSU hum Brazil was a choice 
she made because she attended high 
school in Lowell. Mich and already 
knew people in the area
When beginning her college 
career, she pul her main focus on 
studies and said she did not get 
involved in campus events as much 
as she has now.
“1 started meeting mare 
international students and thruugh 
them. I started getting mure involved
in the lmemauonaJ Club meetings.” 
Vieira said.
Vien added she would have 
missed out an a lot by not being 
with the dub.
"Getting in vutved in International 
Chib changed my experience at the 
university.” she said. “You can't just 
get through school by studying and 
working all of the time You have to 
have some fun too.”
The International Club is mure 
than a way to bring these foreign 
students together Rafal Hejne, dub 
president, stressed it is important 
that American students participate 
as well
He said with the different 
activities and events sponsored by 
the International Chib, students are 
exposed to a variety of cultures and 
viewpoints.
"The purpose, first of all. is 
to enhance the diversity of the 
university.” Hejne said. "We want 
to expose American students to 
our activities and give different 
perspectives by having fun with 
people of other countries ."
The dub hosts many events. 
Hejne said American students take 
part in some of the club's events, but 
he wuuld like to see mure getting 
involved.
This is a way students can be 
exposed to this divenky." he said
The International Club meets 
every sennl week to have general 
meetings, which include activities 
and serve as a way for the gnwp 
members to spend time together
Coe said she was surprised with 
the amount of students who attend 
GVSU and the services Padnus 
International Center offers.
‘‘I've met mure people of 
different countries here than where 
I’m hum." she said. “I’ve made 
so many friends and I've learned 
mure about culture than before I'm 
learning about American culture and 
I’m learning about other cultures I 
didn't expect to learn about ”
International Chib members do 
have to work around people leaving. 
Hejne said Since students study fur 
a year or a semester, the members 
continuously come and go. he 
added.
Hejne. who has attended GVSU 
since August 2005, said he has to 
take this into consideration since 
he will leave this May to travel to 
Australia and then back to his home 
in Poland
"What's sad about the 
IntemadonaJ Chib is that so many 
members leave, so you stair to get 
to know each other but then they 
have to leave ” he said. “I'm sad to 
leave because I really got involved 
in the chib and I have a vision for
Courtnv ftwtp i Mai <iry*
Out in the world: international Club members attend the Midwest Political Science Association conference *i Chicago 
Although many members are international students. American students are also welcome to gun
the chib "
He added if mure American 
students would get involved with the 
chib, it would make it easier to keep 
it going and continue the events.
The variety of people I've met 
here has made this experience such 
a highlight." Coe said “It has been a 
great experience for me"
To leam mure about the
International Club, visit its gruup on 
Facebuok.com or contact Padnus 
International Center at (616) 331- 
3898
Students cope with prospect of being back under parents’ rule
GW PSoto WustirtM l OtM Hamflton
Heading home: Students are preparing 
to pack up after another year at GVSU
By Mary Pritchard
GVL Staff Writer
Moving home after nine months 
of independence during the school 
year can be a hard transition 
The Counseling and Career 
Development Center addressed 
the stresses and common concerns 
relating to this environment change 
at Transition Hume” on Monday 
This is one of those situations 
that you might not even realize is a 
big adjustment until you start to go 
through it," said Paula Rosenberg, 
graduate assistant at the Counseling 
Center
The program was geared 
toward helping students understand
that parents may have certain 
expectations and rules for the them 
once they return home In order to 
overcome this obstacle, finding a 
compromise between social life and 
family life is important. Rosenberg 
added
"Honest and open 
communication about the freedom 
you desire and the plans you have 
for the summer will make your 
parents more receptive to the idea 
that you've changed into a more 
independent and responsible 
person,” she said.
The program also addressed 
the desire of some college students 
to take a break over the summer, 
with work or school far from their
minds.
However, taking a summer job 
shows responsibility, adds valuable 
experience to a resume and provides 
spending money and saving 
opportunities. Rosenberg said.
“You're less likely to get under 
each other's skins if you're out of 
the house on a regular basis," she 
said. "Hanging around the house 
every day is ixie of the worst things 
you can do.”
Another area affected by the 
college transition is life views and 
opinions. Keeping new ways of 
dress, piercings and tattoos secret 
might seem like a good idea, but 
Rosenberg said it is better to warn 
parents before returning home The
shock of a new appearance may 
start the summer off on the wmng 
foot, she added.
Also, changes that students go 
through during the school year 
may have the ability to strengthen 
bonds between family and friends if 
handled correctly, she added
“College is a tune when you 
leam about yourself.” Rosenberg 
said. “But also remember that your 
friends are going thnxigh the same 
pneess”
Friends should be supportive 
thnxigh this journey, rather than 
holding you back, she said The 
balance between college friends and 
old triends can also be a struggle, 
she added.
Re-connecting with old friends 
from high school is sometimes 
difficult, but Rosenberg reminds 
students u is important lo stay in 
touch with the people they have 
connected with at school, despite 
separation during the summer
"Maturity levels often change 
during this first year away, and *'s 
hard to connect on the same level 
you left off at" she said. “Just make 
sure old friends aren't holding you 
hack."
Once students enter the work 
world summer vacations may 
not be an easy option, she added 
Rosenberg suggested students 
make the best of summers while in 
college
On-campus centers offer aid for final exams
By Dana Blinder.
GVL Staff Writer
Several support centers on 
campus are offering longer hours 
and more service for students 
during exam week
Karel Swanson, program 
coordinator of Structured 
Learning Assistance and Math and 
Science Student Support, offered 
some insight to specialized help 
in select academic areas
“(The Math and Science 
Student Support) is a walk-in 
service staffed by upper level 
math and science majors” 
Swanson said “Students can 
just stop by with their math and 
science-related questions, no 
appointment needed."
Additional facilitators will 
be on duty in the hours prior to 
exams, he added
The Writing Center, located in 
room 120 of Lake Ontario Hall, 
will also offer extended services 
“The Writing Center provides 
students with a variety of extra 
opportunities to get on-campus 
assistance with writing during 
both exam week and the week 
prior to exam week." said Dan 
Royer, writing department chair 
GVSU Writing Centers are 
available on the Allendale. Pew 
or Holland campuses. Royer 
added during the week before 
exams, writing consultants will
be available at Kleiner Commons 
and Zumbcrgc Library for the 
“Writing Right Where You Are" 
program.
“By working closely with the 
writer, consultants provide helpful 
feedback and suggestions on all 
components," Royer said. “We 
want the writer to feel confident 
about his or her own writing and 
revision process."
Representatives from the 
Writing Center are also available 
online for quick mechanical and 
grammatical questions. Students 
can ask questions to their instant 
message name. GVSU Wtg Ctr, 
or on Yahoo!, GVSU_Writing_ 
Center
Swanson suggested students 
take advantage of the programs 
and services offered on campus.
“If you have questions or are 
confused about something, don't 
become discouraged," she said. 
"Find someone, either a fellow 
classmate, any of the numerous 
academic support centersavailable 
to you or contact your professor, 
and find out the answers to your 
questions Help is available, you 
just have to seek it out.”
In addition to longer hours, 
Zumbcrgc Library will offer 
Exam Cram, a 24-hour haven for 
students providing lounge space, 
food and beverages The extended 
hours will last until April 26.
Along with these services 
on campus, the Tutoring
Center. Counseling and Career 
Development Center and Laker 
Academic Center offer help for 
students.
Swanson discussed some tips 
on how students should study 
during finals
'Try not to leave all your 
studying until the night before the 
exam." she said. “Review your 
notes in short 15- to 30-minute 
bursts of time. Do this three times 
per day for a few days poor to 
the exam The repetition creates a 
better impnnt of the information 
on the brain.”
Besides hitting the books. 
Swanson stressed the importance 
of exercising, eating healthy 
foods and getting enough sleep.
Students interested in help 
from the Math and Science 
Student Support Center can visit 
Room 377 in Padnos Hall of 
Science during walk-in hours. 
Monday to Thursday from 8 a m 
to 8 p.m . and Friday 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
ovt rsoic i*v%tf«tKy 1 taMya trail
Cramming students beqm studying 
for fmah next week
Celebrating Our 30,h Season
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Free summer storage1
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2 Bedroom units
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Air Conditioning ^^P***=c
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Private Patio V
Parking at Front Door ■  -j
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In just its second year, the 
Grand Valley State University 
club dodgeball team earned 
the distinction of being the 
best in the country. The 
Lakers defeated the likes of 
Michigan State University and 
Ohio State University to claim 
the national championship
®
The Laker men's golf team 
won the Outback Steak house 
Invitational with a two-day 
total of 616 Two Lakers 
placed in the top 10. Junior 
Josh Oder recorded a 147 
through 36 holes to take 
first place individually His 
teammate, Steve Larson, 
claimed fifth place with a 153
®
The Grand Valley State 
University baseball team won 
the third of its four weekend 
games against Wayne State 
University Sunday with a two- 
run bottom of the seventh 
inning that give the Lakers a 
3-2 victory
®
After having its offense 
silenced Sunday in the first of 
two games against Ashland 
University, the Lakers erupted 
in game two. Grand Valley 
State University senior Crista 
Buresh led the way in her 
team's 9-2 victory with the 
four RBIs she picked up on 
her first career grand slam
GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
BASEBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley 15-1 27-2
Ashland 11-1 24-11
Saginaw Valley S-6 11-9
Findlay 10-8 19-17
Mercytiurst 6-6 20-13
Wayne State 7-7 18-15
i 1 n lik. nn nitNOt nfwOw 3-10 13-17
HiikdalenuiMut M3
Ml
10-21
5-27
SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley M 238
Ferris State 7-3 19-10
Saginaw Valley 7-3 19-10
Mercytiurst » 1M4
Wayne State ’ 5-3 22-11
Gannon
Aihlaod 55
Northwood Hliw,
^ ATWW q!i4’ >r .)
Dodgeball takes national title
GVl Ant** Man MterlUM 
Taking no prisoners: Sophomore ion Wendt prepares to throw 
a ball across the court at hn opponent during the dodgeball 
tournament on Oct 15 at the FefcJhouse
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff WrtUr
in just Us second year, the Grand Valley State 
University club dodgeball team earned a national title 
Sunday in Lansing, defeating Ohio Stale University 3- 
1.
Before winning a national championship, the club 
had already enjoyed success in its short history The 
Lakers woo the Michigan Dodgeball Cup for the second 
consecutive year in February, but club vice president 
Jon Horst man said his team had higher aspirations 
We have been talking to the team about this 
championship all year, so everyone really wanted it.** 
he said.
While the champion ship game itself was a battle. 
GVSU blew through the competition on the way to its 
showdown with Ohio State
The tournament began Saturday with a round of 
pool play where the Lakers proved they are a top- 
notch team by obliterating Kent State University. 
DePaul University and the University of Kentucky by 
a combined score of 32-0.
Their dominant performances dunng the first day 
of the tournament earned the Lakers the No. I overall 
seed heading into single elimination play
GVSU continued to show its superiority on Sunday, 
beating Oakland University in the first round 14- 
0 before going up against a familiar second round
opponent in the form of Michigan State University 
GVSU dodgeball club President David Souk up said 
the Spartans gave his team a few scares, but the Lakers 
still emerged as the victors, shutting out Michigan 
State 6-0
The title game matchup provided the Lakers with 
the most competition of the weekend Prior to the 
championship game, the Buckeyes were undefeated 
and the only squad to ever beat GVSU. but Soukup 
said his team was ready for the challenge
“We’ve been preparing for this game for almost a 
year.” he said ‘They have several players with great 
throwing arms and athleticism, but lack the cohesion 
that our team has "
Soukup said his team stuck to its game plan early, 
and as a result, jumped out to a 2-0 lead Ohio Stale 
refused to go quietly and managed to scrap out a point, 
but the Lakers soon took over the game, eventually 
scoring the next and final point to seal the 3-1 victory.
"Our style has always been defined as a run and 
gun attack," Soukup said. “We use our speed and skill 
to our advantage Most of the teams aren't used to 
this pace, and every mistake that they made, we took 
advantage of."
Soukup said the win was a team effort, but singled 
out Brock Walsh. Alex Soukup. Mike Zimmer and Josh 
Thurman as the Lakers' top arms in the tournament
"All of them throw 70 mph, some over, and it really
See Dodgeball, B8
Dialing it up: Vince Rim pitches against Wayne State University at GVSU s baseball field The lakers beat Wayne State University twice last weekend
GVl AmInw I Meat* Sfwtai
Baseball sweeps doubleheader
Lakers lake both games against Wayne State, winning 3-2, 12-4
By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports Editor
Grand Valley State University's baseball team 
used the long ball and took advantage of Wayne State 
University's lack of run production on Sunday to 
sweep the double header
The Warriors left nine men on base in game one and 
10 in game two to help Grand Valley State University 
complete the weekend sweep The Lakers used clutch 
hitting in the first game to win 3-2, while a big third 
inning in game two all but sent the Warriors home with 
a 12-4 loss.
"Sweeping Wayne State was big for us," said 
manager Steve Lyon. “We knew they were playing 
well, and it was a challenge for us. and to sweep them 
at home is big "
In the first game of the double-dip. the Lakers got 
strong pitching from junior nghty Nick Beach, who 
allowed just two runs and raised his record to 6-0.
"Nick is another guy that has been tremendous with 
throwing strikes,” said assistant coach Jamie Detillion. 
"Anytime our pitchers can throw as many strikes as 
these guys have, it puts us in a good position to win
games "
Beach, who faced five batters in each of the first 
two innings, battled back to get ground balls to end 
both innings Warrior senior pitcher Kyle Hill cruised 
through the first five innings, allowing just one base hit 
to third baseman Lee VanStreain in the second.
The Wamors would score the first run of the game 
in the top of the fourth inning. With one out in the 
inning. Wayne State designated hitter Bob Schmidt 
npped a double down the third base line and into left 
field Warrior catcher Matt Cunningham drove Schmidt 
home two pitches later to take the 1-0 lead.
GVSU shortstop Dan Skirka hit a missile in the 
home half of the sixth that flew over the right field wall 
to knot the game at one. The Lakers started a rally, 
as VanStreain and second baseman Spud McKenzie 
had back-to-back singles Right fielder Derek Hmke 
attempted a sacrifice to move the runners up, but the 
ball was bobbled and Hmke beat out the throw to load 
the bases
The Lakers would not capitalize, as catcher Nick 
Smith popped up. enabling the infield fly rule, and 
designated hitter Casey Robrahn's line drive to left 
field was caught
Beach pitched himself into a jam in the top of the 
seventh, as he hit the first two batters of the inning 
After both runners moved up a base. Warrior left 
fielder Derek Ranke hit a sacrifice fly to push WSU 
into a 2-1 lead
When the Lakers came to the plate in the bottom of 
the seventh. Hill was still toeing the rubber.
“I thought maybe they'd come with somebody 
else." Lyon said. "But they had used up their other 
guys, and Hill ia their best pitcher.”
With one out and an 0-2 count to first baseman Cory 
Maguire, (he Laker rally started Maguire drove a pitch 
past the third baseman — who never had a chance to 
field the ball cleanly — and into left field Left fielder 
Matt Nickels then hit a ball to the first baseman in what 
looked to be a sure game-ending double play, but the 
throw to second base sailed wide, allowing Maguire to 
slide in safe. Skirka then walked to fill the bases
VanStreain sent the 0-1 offering from Hill into left 
field, as pinch-runner Scon Cain and Nickels both 
darted home to give GVSU the 3-2 victory.
“Our lineup has been able to put themselves in good 
sports to swing the bat." Detillion said "With the talent
See Baseball, Bl
By Brandon Watson
GVl. Assistant Sports Editor
As Grand Valley State University 
students and fans pour into athletic venues 
on campus, A1 Owens cannot help but 
smile
Owens, game operations assistant for 
Laker Athletics. Km been a pan of the 
GVSU family since 1990 Whether it 
is football, basketball or track and field. 
Owens and his crew take pleasure in being 
the wtxken behind the scenes who help 
make college athletics happen
"It takes a lot of different people to make 
a game go," Owens said "Afl the work we 
put m to make sure the games run smooth 
is our job We love what we do "
Game operations does all the grunt 
w<«k involved in GVSU athletic events 
Controlling scoreboards, playing sound
and hurdles in track and field to crowd 
management at basketball games is all 
controlled by game opcratxxis Tyler 
Morgan. Ace Covey. Adam Farrell, Allen 
Means. Mike Carfiart. Keith Karacewicz. 
Mackenzie Lucius and Erik Greene make 
up Owens' squad of workers
Morgan said group members love the 
work they do. even if little to no recognition 
comes ak wig with the job
"It's very satisfactory to us." Morgan 
said "When people find out, they appreciate 
what we do. hut this b our job. and we take 
it seriously The atmosphere b great " 
Whenever GVSU competes, Owens can 
be seen hustling hb way around the field 
making sure no distractions or technical 
problems anar Baseball and softball keep 
him busy driving between fields ki his 
golf can and checking in on his students, 
but Owens said football is the hardest lo
prepare far
“f hiring foot hall season, we put in 12- 
to 14-hour days.” he said "Setup begins 
anxwid noon where we close up the parking 
lots, make sure all equipment b ready for 
the officials and the game, and we are often 
here to I or 2 in the morning closing things 
out"
Prior to becoming the man in the golf 
cart. Owens worked 34 yean far Bertsch 
Carp., an industrial piping company He 
traveled anywhere, burn Rockford to .Sauk 
Ste Marie, often mote than IJ000 miles per 
week
Owens has always had an interest in 
sports Fie hi still an official for high school 
track and field, and came fhwn Aquinas 
College in 1990 to announce and control 
the scoreboard at GVSU basketball games 
With all the spirting events and officiating.
See Owens, Bt
Maying games Al Owens, game operations 
assistant at GVSU. is the man behind the scenes 
& later Athletics
The man behind the scenes of GV sports
bytes at events, setting up nets in volleyball
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Sports play a 
tiny role in life's 
grand scheme
By Matthew Verdonk
GVL Sport* Editor
With another year at 
school ending and Mother 
summer cm the horizon.
* utune for reflection an 
the events, sporting and 
otherwise, that impacted 
Grand Valley Stale 
University students during 
the past
Those 
who went 
home for 
the summer 
returned to 
Allendale 
with Tigers 
fever and 
watched a 
young, inexperienced team 
make a September run into 
the postseason and defeat the 
mighty New York Yankees 
on the way lo the World 
Senes
September also saw the 
five-year anniversary of the 
Sept 11 terrorist attacks 
and the realization that 
the mission so arrogantly 
labeled as accomplished by 
our Commander m Chief it 
anything but.
The disillusionment of 
many American people 
about the lack of progress 
in Iraq and Afghanistan 
led to a switch of power m 
both houses of Congress 
in November Now the 
Democratic party has 
the majority in both the 
Senate and House of 
Representatives Former 
United Stales Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
also resigned due to pressure 
from Americans
November was a month in 
which die GVSU women's 
soccer team made its first 
national championship 
appearance, and the Laker 
football team paved its way 
into December and its fourth 
national championship in 
five yean
However. 112 US 
military personnel died in 
Iraq in December It was the 
bloodiest month for U S 
forces since November of 
2004. As of press time. U.S 
fatalities total 3.311.
In January. President 
Bush committed 20.000 
more troops to Iraq even in 
the face of contrary public 
opinion Right now, there 
are a little leu than I30j000 
U S troops on the ground 
in Iraq That number is still 
leu than half the number 
military advisen. in the 
months leading up to the 
invasion, told Bush would be 
needed lo take and secure the 
country
In February and March, 
the U.S administration 
found itself faced off against 
Iran and Syria, two countries 
not shy about their less-than- 
warm feelings about the 
West and Israel Now, in the 
process of trying to rebuild 
two countries, the U.S. has 
lo worry about a potential 
military conflict with two 
other dangerous countries
In Allendale during 
those two months, the 
GVSU men’s and women’• 
basketball teams were 
focusing on national 
championship runs Though 
the women faded down the 
stretch, the men went the 
furthest in the history of the 
program
Just a few days ago. the 
worst shooting in the history 
of the United States occurred 
on the campus of Virginia 
Polytechnic University
It reawakened tome of 
the talk about gun control, a 
topic that used to dominate 
political elections along 
with education and health 
care before the likes of Karl 
Rove entered and played 
up the importance of such 
hot button topics such as 
religious morality, abortion 
and gay rights
GVSU students are, 
and have been, fortunate 
to attend an institution that 
is growing in almost every 
way faster than any other 
public academic institution 
in Michigan But m 
Allendale, it is easy to lose 
sight of reality — the reality 
that tomorrow it never
See Venfonk, Bt
Softball flip-flops 
its doubleheader
CM AkInm I Kafly *«t»rw
CjM out: Sophomore shortstop Nichole Woortyrs throws the ba* to make the 
out «t hot durng * gam* aga*nt Lake Superior State University
After shutout loss 
against Ashland 
University, Lakers 
take 9-2 victory in 
second game
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand YUley Stale 
University softball team completed 
a dramatic turnaround between 
games of its Sunday afternoon 
doubleheader with Ashland 
University.
After being shutout 2-0 m the 
lint game, the Lakers claimed a 
9-2 victory in the second. Despite 
the loss, the team maintained 
its position atop the conference 
standings at 7-1 and 23-8 overall
“We were getting hits, but we 
weren’t stringing them together." 
said senior Cruta Buresh “In the 
second game we came out and 
gathered our minds Everyone hit 
and everyone picked each other 
up."
The opening game featured 
a pitching battle between two of 
the lop hurlers in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
Sophomore Lori Andjebch and 
Ashland's Jaime Williams entered 
the matchup sporting the two 
highest win totals in the league
The Eagles displayed the type 
of offensive execution needed 
to gam an advantage in a contest 
where runs were at a premium 
Dniuelie Rychmer doubled to open 
the second inning and advanced to 
thud on a sacrifice bum She was 
balled in on a sacrifice fly ball by 
the next batter
Jennifer Aldenon scored in 
the same fashion to give Ashland 
an insurance run in the seventh 
inning.
“We knew that they were going 
to be a good team coming in." said 
Laker head coach Doug Woods. “In 
a close game you have to execute 
and make those plays. On the other 
hand, we just had trouble getting 
runs"
Andjeiich suffered just her 
second loss in 16 appearances this 
season She gave up three hits and 
struck out seven batten Williams 
totaled seven strikeouts and gave 
up six hits
Junior Sarah Holland gave
See Softball, BB
GVL DIGEST
AnotfwrLatar takes GUAC 
Player of the Week
For the second cornea*] ve 
week, a Grand Valley So* 
Uraverury baseball player 
tm garnered Great Lakes 
InterooQegiaieAihkticCunferenoe 
Player of the Week.
Third basenwn Lee VanStneam 
raised his league-leading batting 
average to .481 (hu season, which 
arts seventh heat in Divinon 0. 
VknStream went 11-23 hut week, 
dnviag in nx tuns, mckxkng the 
game-wmning. two-run single in 
the seventh against Wayne Stale 
Uravenky in the thud of four 
games lM weekend.
Women's tennis grabs
international award
The Grand Valley Stale 
Uiaversty women’s tennis team 
was recently honored by the 
International Tennis Assucisboa
The ITA National Team 
Sportsmanship Award is given 
away every month since 2003, 
with one each lo a men’s and 
women's team. The honor is 
art 141 to exemplify outstanding 
spommansfup. ethical conduct 
and character.
Men’s basketful team reflects
Men's golf takes invitational
on year
The Grand VUley State 
Umveraty men’s basketball 
team held *s team banquet on 
Sunday to honor the team nd its 
accomplishments. Senior Mike 
Hall received the MVP award for 
the 2006-07 season in which the 
Lakers finished 29-5 overall and 
made the program 's first ever Elite 
Eight appearance
Hall, along w*h juniors Jason 
Jamenun and Calbstus Eziukwu, 
all reached the career IjOOO point 
mark this season. Jamernn also 
set GVSU's all-time record far 3- 
pomlen made, while Eziukwu set 
the all-time blocks record.
Jameraon was awarded the 
Offensive Player at the Year. 
Senior Kyle C'arhart received 
the Defensive Player at the Year 
and senior Bnan Arnold won the 
Derrick Smith Award, given to 
the studem-athlete who earned the 
respect of being an unsung hero
Tennis beats GLIAC foe Michigan Tech
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State 
University men's golf team 
captured its second win of the 
spring on Monday, firing a 
two-day total of 616 to win the 
Outback Steakhouse Invitational 
despite unfavorable playing 
conditions
Leading the event from start 
to finish, the Lakers posted a first 
round score of 305 followed by a 
final round score of 311. winning 
the event by four strokes
After the first round. Wayne 
Slate and Northwood universities 
were tied for second The two 
squads sat within striking 
distance, just five strokes back 
of GVSU. but failed to challenge 
for the top of the leaderboard 
on day two. finishing four and 
eight strokes back, respectively 
Host school Findlay University 
overlook Northwood for third 
after posting a final round score 
of 308 to finish six strokes behind 
GVSU
GVSU senior Steve Larson 
said the pieces seem to be falling 
into place for the team, and just 
in time for the upcoming NCAA 
Great Lakes Super Regional
M UM / Amm I(SmMm 
Tm tone Slew lanon tees off 
during last yu t f«S invitational at 
the Meadows Golf f oune 00 Ihe 
Allendale (amput
Tournament However, he added 
there is still work to be done.
"Yeah, things are looking 
up for us,” Larson said. “It was 
a tough weekend, but we had 
limited preparation not being able 
to get practice on the grass "
Even with the poor weather 
conditions and the positive 
result. Larson said the team must 
continue improvement between 
now and the super regional, 
slated for May 7-9.
"It was an interesting 
weekend," Larson said. "We 
played all right, but we have to 
play better or we're not going 
to get the job done at the super, 
regional"
Gusty winds, chilly 
temperatures. tougher pin 
placements and a narrow course 
layout hindered teams' abilities 
to score low over the weekend. 
Larson said.
Still. he finished the 
tournament as one of two Lakers 
in Use top five individually His 
tie for fifth place after firing a 
two-day total of 153 was second 
best on the team next to junior 
Josh Orler. who claimed the top 
individual spot with a total of 
147, including an even par 72 on 
day one
“I feel like I’m getting there," 
Orler said “I really controlled 
my distance and my trajectory by 
hitting a variety of shots With Use 
weather being cold and windy, 
you know its going to be a par 
contest out there it’s essentially 
conservative golfing "
Sophomore Matt Johnson 
finished the tournament in a 
tie for I6U1 with a score of 157 
while freshman Matt Malloure 
and Danny Vaughan tied for 35th 
with a 163 each
Three other Lakers competed 
individually, but their scores 
did not contribute to the overall 
team total Junior Tony Mango 
finished in 34th by posting a 162 
Freshnun Jamie Clark tallied a 
See Men's GoM, BB
By Jeff Schipper
GVL Staff Writer
A f ter skunking one conference 
opponent, the Grand Valley State 
University men’s tennis players 
thought they would make it two.
The team had quite the showing 
at Michigan Technological 
University on Sunday as they 
blew out yet another opponent in 
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference
Sweeping the doubles play 
got the Lakers off to a strong start 
that continued into the singles.
Redshirt sophomore Alex 
Switzer teamed with freshman 
Man Globerson at the No. 3 
doubles position and took care 
of his opponents 8-4
Both Switzer and Globerson 
then went on to take then 
singles matches in straight 
sets. Globerson had the easier 
bout, winning 6-1, 6-0. Switzer 
played a solid first set. winning 
6-2 He had a tougher time in the 
second set. but managed to edge 
Michigan Tech's Christopher 
('alder 7-6(3).
“Michigan Tech is definitely
not one of our better opponents," 
Switzer said "However, we went 
into the match positive and came 
out with the wins we needed.”
The freshman-senior tandem 
of Patrick Troy and Justin 
Sauerbrey was too tough a 
matchup for their foes at the No. 
2 doubles position. They won 
then match 8-3.
Troy’s opponent in singles 
was unable to win any games 
and fell in straight sets 64), 6-0
Taking on opponents that 
seem to be easy is something 
Use Lakers still need to take 
seriously.
“In high school they could 
win less-handed,” said GVSU 
head conch John Black “Now, 
any opponent can give you a 
good match, so they need to be 
ready to play every day."
Black said the pair of 9-0 
victories has not made his team 
over-confident Switzer echoed 
his conch.
“I don’t think we can be over­
confident because we still aren't 
No. I," Switzer said "This 
motivates us to do better, but 
we still must remain down to
earth "
The men took on Spring 
Arbor University Wednesday 
due to a runout on the original 
match date It was their last 
chance to gain some experience 
before giving it their all at the 
conference championships on 
Sunday and Monday Results of 
that match were not available as 
of press tune.
The anxiety of playing a high- 
ranked team such as Northwood 
University may be in the minds 
of Use Lakers as they prepare for 
the championships. The men will 
have to balance their workload 
on and off the court
“Between tennis, school and 
conditioning the freshman are
See Men's Tennis, BB
GM Arthtw 1 fttty 
Hitting hard: Freshman Matt 
Globerson makes contact with the 
bail to complete h*s backhand The 
Lakers competed against Mercyhurst m 
Grandville. Mich eaitter this month
Meadows Crossing...
the New Student Townhome Community Located 
at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU
left for 2007
Take advantage of our special offer—
• FREE high speed internet
• FREE cable TV, including 23 premium movie channels
• FREE parking
Call today 892-2700 for all the details!
Visit us at our new clubhouse or on line at 
www.meadowscrossing.net!
Don’t wait... reserve your townhome today!
MeadowsCrossing
smart living 1, Monday Friday ia:oo pm - £00 pm. Saturday
ions *8th Avenue • Adendate. Michigan 49401 • 6r6 89; ;/oo-phone • 616 892 ipn-lu • mm meadowsemsmt net
1
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Having her say A woman cast hat baWot dunnq state elections m the city of Lagos. Nigeria on Saturday President Olusegun 
Otwsanjo issued a stern warning to any election day troublemakers before Saturday's state elections m Nigeria, as Africa’s most- 
populous nation tries to escape its long history of mAtary rule Voting failed to begin on time at a number of polling stations as 
electoral workers scrambled to arrange ballots
Gunmen in Nigeria kill 12 
police ahead of presidential 
vote to cement civilian rule
By Salisu Rabiu
Associated Press Writer
KANO. Nigeria (AP) - 
Gunmen attacked a police station 
on Tuesday in northern Nigeria, 
killing 12 officers and torching the 
building despite the government's 
attempts to increase security for 
weekend presidential elections 
meant to cement civilian rule
Nigeria's electoral commission 
said it would comply with a 
Supreme Court ruling that Vice 
President Atiku Abubakar. who 
fell out with (he president and his 
powerful party, rejoin the race 
ahead of Saturday's election.
The last-minute change added 
uncertainty to a race already marked 
by violence and fraud chaises, but 
an election commission spokesman 
insisted the vote would go ahead 
as planned — with Abubakar on 
the ballot
Abubakar told AP Television 
News in an interview that the 
development was "a victory for 
democracy.’*
“It is a victory for the rule 
of law. and the protection of the 
constitution in this country.” he 
said. “The judiciary has to be 
commended for its courage, for its 
defense of our young democracy ”
In the northern city of Kano, 
which has been swept by riots in 
pas! years and is under a nighttime 
curfew after unrest in recent days, 
gunmen killed 12 policemen and 
the wife of an officer, said the 
regional police spokesman. Baba 
Mohammed
“I've made up my mind that I'll 
never go to another polling station, 
because there's no security I don’t 
even know if I can reach home 
alive," said Ibrahim Garha, a 46- 
year-old street vendor “This is not 
a good development for democracy 
in the country."
Residents said they believed 
the attackers were members of 
an outlawed Islamist movement 
that has clashed briefly with 
security forces in recent years 
The attackers told people in the 
neighborhood that their quarrel 
was with the government only, 
but many residents fled, residents 
said.
Some of the attackers were 
apparently holed up in a building
near the police station, with troops 
nearby Security forces kept 
reporters back.
Tensions were high in the 
opposition stronghold city of 3 
million after a delay in results from 
state governorship and legislature 
elections marred by fraud and 
violence
Police banned political rallies 
across Nigeria. Africa's most- 
popukxis nation with 140 million 
people, and security forces were 
ordered to put down any v iolence.
Abubakar bolted the ruling party 
after successfully opposing a drive 
last year to amend the constitution 
and allow a third elected term for 
President Olusegun Obasanjo. 
Umaru Yar'Adua. a member of 
Obasanjo's party, is seen as the 
front-runner
The electoral commission had 
barred Abubakar based on findings 
by an executive panel established 
by Obasanjo that found Abubakar 
stole government funds Abubakar 
denies the allegations
"The commission assures every 
Nigerian that the name of the vice 
president will be on the ballot.” 
commission spokesman Phillip 
Uincadi said in the capital. Abuja, 
following the Supreme Court ruling 
against the body. "The logistics are 
being put in place."
The commission had said earlier
it had already printed ballots for 61 
million voters that will have to be 
distributed across an impoverished 
country larger than France, dotted 
with far-flung villages Umeadi 
insisted, however, that the vote 
would take place as scheduled 
“You can take that to the bank.” 
he said on state television.
Authorities said at least 21 
people died in violence during 
the state voting, which saw huge 
victories for the governing party .
“Unlevs the government 
dramatically changes course, next 
weekend's presidential elections 
will be undermined by the same 
patterns of violence and fraud 
we saw last Saturday." said Peter 
Takirambudde. Africa director at 
Human Rights Watch
Since independence from 
Bntain in l%0, most Nigerian 
elections were scuttled by military 
coups or annulments Obasanjo. a 
former military ruler, was elected 
in 1999. ending decades of near 
constant military rule and coups 
d'etat that overturned periodic 
civilian administrations
Obasanjo's 2003 re-election 
was marred by violence and 
accusations of widespread rigging
Associated Prevs writer Bashir 
Adigun in Abuja contributed to 
this report
Online, or around 
the corner.
Labe Michigan Credit Union students 
receive FREE ATM transactions at ail LMCU
locations including;
• Commons (Lower Levei)
• Drtve-Up Kiosk at 42nd/Pierce
• Rec Center
• Klrkho# Center
• Kleiner Commons
h
Open an account onlne 
today •www.LMCU.org
\AK\ '
MIC MIC.AN
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• l« 2*2 S7VC • tOO 2*2 #7*0
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Judge throws out charges 
against high ranking 
Democratic Mich, lawmaker
By David Eggert
Associated Press Writer
LANSING. Mich (AP) 
— The felony perjury trial of 
a high-ranking Democratic 
lawmaker came to an abrupt end 
Tuesday when the judge dropped 
all charges before the case got to 
jurors.
Ingham County Circuit Judge 
James Giddings questioned 
whether criminal charges ever 
should have been filed against 
state Rep George Cushingberry 
Jr., who was accused of lying 
when he signed statements 
declaring he'd met 2004 
campaign finance requirements.
Cushingberey. a 54-y ear- 
old from Detroit, was anxious 
to resolve the issue in 2005. 
said Giddings. who wondered 
whether taxpayer dollars were 
wasted on the trial
“I don't think the attorney 
general has come close to 
proving guilty knowledge ... on 
the part of this defendant." said 
Giddings, who also dismissed 
a misdemeanor charge that 
Cushingberry failed to file 
two or more campaign finance 
reports on time.
After the ruling. Cushingberry 
smiled widely, hugged supporters 
and rushed out of the courtroom 
to the nearby Capitol. He later 
told reporters the case was about 
"division, not about bringing 
people together '*
Cushingberry. who heads 
the House Appropriations 
Committee, said he looked 
forward to moving on and 
working on Michigan's budget 
crisis.
Republican Attorney General 
Mike Cox’s office said he was 
disappointed by the ruling. During 
the five-day trial. Michigan 
Department of State officials 
testified that they had mailed 17
notices giving Cushingberry a 
chance to comply with election 
law before they referred the case 
to the attorney general's office 
for prosecution.
“It really stretches 
believability that after 17 notices
— plus phone calls, plus faxes
— someone would still not be 
aware of Uieir obligation under 
the law," said Cox spokesman 
Rusty Hills
The judge issued a directed 
verdict after the jury was 
impaneled, which means Cox’s 
office can't appeal because of 
double jeopardy protections.
“In essence. Judge Giddings' 
ruling cripples the Secretary of 
State from being able to enforce 
campaign finance laws," Hills 
said.
Cushingberry did not file 
any reports for the entire 2004 
election cycle, filed false 
affidavits and ignored requests 
from the state Bureau of 
Elections seeking compliance, 
according to state officials.
But Cushingberry's attorney, 
Gerald Evelyn, said the legislator 
gave responsibility for campaign 
statements to someone else.
Cushingberry eventually filed all 
the required reports and paid late 
fees after taking office in 2005, 
said Evelyn, adding his client is 
the only candidate charged with 
a felony violation of election 
law.
Before the charges were 
tossed. First Assistant Attorney 
General William Rollstin said 
the jury should get a chance 
to issue a verdict because it 
reasonably could conclude that 
Cushingberry was guilty.
If convicted of two perjury 
counts. Cushingberry. could 
have faced up to five years in 
prison and fines.
The Michigan Constitution 
bars anyone convicted of a 
felony involving a “breach of 
the public trust" from serving in 
the Legislature It would have 
taken at least 73 votes in the 110- 
member House to expel him.
Cushingberry served in the 
House from 1975 through 1982. 
and from 2005 until now. He also 
served on the Wayne County 
Board of Commissioners for 
16 years, practices law and is 
an assistant pastor at a Baptist 
church.
AT Photo i At GoMn
Dismissing accusations: Senate Appropriations Chairman Ron Jetinek (R Three 
Oaks) left, and House Appropriations Chairman George Cushingberry Jr (D-Detroit) 
talk during a break in a joint meeting of the House and Senate Appropriations 
Committees on Feb 8 at the state Capitol m Lansing Cushingberry was accused of 
felony penury and not Wing campaign finance reports
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Homeowners across East pick 
up pieces, throw out ruined 
belongings after flood damage
W rtwte n** Journal Mom. Mart Vrrgan
Bailing out: Yonktn. N Y pohce Emergency Sconce member* Jorge Cordero, left, and Clarence Scnven evacuate resident* 
Monday « Yonkers after the* complex was inundated with floodwaters from a powerful nor easter that caused widespread 
flooding m eastern New York
fN>lo Carrafl Countf Ionov (ylo Natal
Sharing thoughts Mtcia Wilson mother of Isaiah Simmons III. right, answers 
a reporter s question during a news conference m Westminster Md as attorney 
Steven Horsier and Simmons' sister. Damefle Carter, ksten Tuesday A grand jury 
indicted s»x former staff at Bowling Brook Preparatory School on charges of reckless 
endangerment in the death of Simmons. 17. on Jan 23
Maryland grand jury indicts six 
staff members in death of teen 
at school for juvenile offenders
By Jim Fitzgerald
Associated Press Writer
MAMARONECK. N Y (AP) 
— As the floodwaters receded 
Tuesday homeowners picked 
through ruined belongings and 
priceless keepsakes trying to 
determine what they 'd lost
Hundreds of thousands were 
still without power from Maine to 
North Carolina and nearly as many 
residents of Bound Brook. N.J., 
were still barred from their homes 
Tuesday as flooding persisted 
from the spring nor easier that 
has claimed at least 17 lives.
In Mamaroneck. described
by Gov. Eliot Spilzer as “the 
epicenter of the damage done here 
in the state." discarded belongings 
damaged by the flooded Sheldrake 
River lined an avenue.
Trash in the middle-
class neighborhood included
refrigerators, stoves, mattresses, 
dressers, a karaoke machine, even 
a 30-gallon aquarium somehow 
ruined by water
An upright piano, its veneer 
peeling, made only off-key 
noises when its warped keys were 
pounded.
“I've been collecting this 
stuff since I was 14," said Roben 
Jackson. 39, a disc jockey, as 
he poked through his trove of 
old record albums, including 
some 78 rpm platters and many 
disco-era albums. Like his 
deejay equipment, the records 
had been submerged when the 
water reached 5 feet high in his 
basement
A few blocks away on 
Mamaroneck Avenue. the 
village's main road, merchants 
were assessing the damage 
caused by 6.7S inches of rain and 
floodwaters from the Sheldrake 
and Mamaroneck rivers that 
reached as high as 5 feet in their 
stores
Vincent Marconi, owner of 
Tri-City Auto Parts, said the 
store lost $75,000 in equipment, 
including all its computers and 
cash register Flood insurance had 
been too expensive, he said.
“You work your whole life 
and you And something like this." 
Marconi said “It's an emotional 
roller coaster Now you have to 
fight your way back."
In New Jersey, electricity had 
been shut off to the low-lying 
central community of Bound 
Brook — which received 9 inches 
of rain — and the stench of heating 
oil from flooded basements hung 
in the air
Nearly 1.000 residents were 
still barred from their homes 
until crews could determine 
the structures were safe, said
S415.55
TM was the most expensive 
electric b»H for one month m
Hoobler
Hal Dietrich. Bound Brook's 
emergency management
uxxdinator.
"If they go in too soon and turn 
something on that's not right, they 
could kill themselves.” Dietrich 
said “We lost four houses during 
the flood thal caught fire and 
burned to the ground because 
we couldn't get the tire trucks to 
them through the water."
More than a quarter-million 
customers were without 
power Tuesday afternoon in 
North Carolina. Maine. New 
Hampshire. New Jersey and 
Vermont A spokeswoman for 
Central Vermont Public Service 
warned some homes could be in 
the dark through Saturday.
“This is one of the most 
devastating storms the company 
has seen in our 77-ycar history." 
spokeswoman Christine Riven 
said. “It's humcane-like 
damage
At York Beach in Maine, 
seaweed littered the sidewalks 
and a large Coast Guard bell buoy 
lay on the beach, ripped from its 
mooring
“We're used to this by now.” 
said Joe Lipton. owner of Inn on 
the Blues. “We just say. ‘Bring it 
on.' There's nothing you can do."
Service Amtrak's Downeastcr. 
which runs from Portland to 
Boston, was canceled for a second 
day Tuesday with part of the track 
washed out.
A 50- year-old woman and her 
4-year-old granddaughter died as 
they tned to cross a washed-out 
section of road in Maine A 15- 
year-old girl died Monday night 
after a canoe overturned outside 
Albany. N Y.
In New York's northern 
suburbs, a man was killed by a 
falling tree while another died in 
a tire as street flooding delayed 
firefighters
The same storm system was 
blamed for 12 deaths earlier in 
upstate New York. New Jersey. 
South Carolina. North Carolina. 
Texas and Kansas,
A separate set of storms 
brought tornadoes, heavy rains 
and hail near Lubbock. Texas No 
injuries and only minor damage 
were reported from the tomadtx-s 
that developed in the early 
afternoon, the National Weather 
Service said
Associated Press writers 
Wayne Parry in Bound Brook. 
N.J.. Chris Carola in Albany. 
N.Y., John Curran in Rutland. 
Vt., Clarke Canfield in Saco, 
Maine and Kathann^ Webster in 
Rochester. N.H contributed to 
this report
By Ben Nuckols
Associated Press Writer
WESTMINSTER. Maryland 
(AP) — Six former staff members 
at a school for juvenile offenders 
wailed 41 minutes before calling 
emergency dispatchers about an 
unresponsive 17-year-old student 
who died, prosecutors said in 
announcing an indictment against 
the workers
’They thought he was faking." 
Slate's Attorney Jcny F. Bamcs 
said Tuesday .
Isaiah Simmons died Jan 23 
while being restrained by staff 
at Bowling Brook Preparatory 
School.
Medical examiners ruled 
Simmons' death a homicide, and 
the FBI has opened a civil rights 
investigation. Tlie school hasekned. 
and Simmons' death prompted the 
Mary land Department of Juvenile 
Services to reform its crisis 
intervention policies.
The grand jury declined to 
indict the six empk>yees on the 
more serious charge of involuntary 
manslaughter Steven Heislcr. an 
attorney for Simmons' family, said 
they disagreed with that decision
"There’s no question that there 
was reckless endangerment.” 
Heisler said "However, when 
reckless behavior results in a death.
that is manslaughter '*
If convicted of the misdemeanor 
charge, each could face a maximum 
of five years in prison and a SfljOOO 
fine.
Brian Hayden, an administrator 
with nonprofit Bowling Bnxjk. said 
the school hopes to reopen and fully 
supports its former employees.
"Hopefully, the truth will hear out 
through the criminal proceedings 
and these gentlemen will be found 
innocent of all charges." he said in 
a news release.
Bowling Brook was under 
contract with the stale of Maryland 
to educate boys in trouble with the 
law Youths al the residential school, 
including some from Pennsylvania, 
were relocated to other scfxxils 
after it closed
The Mary land Department of 
Juvenile Services placed Simmons 
at the schtMil following a 2006 
conviction Un robbery with a 
deadly weapon
Among the changes since his 
death, staff al state-owned and 
private juvenile facilities have been 
advised that ytxiths should only he 
restrained if there is an immediate 
risk of harm, thal restraints should 
last a maximum of 30 minutes, in 
15-minutc intervals, and that they 
must be videotaped Simmons was 
restrained over a period of several 
htiurs
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Former Massachusetts student 
pleads guilty in profs stabbing, 
sentenced to 4-5 years in prison
The Associated Press
CAMBRIDGE. Mass <AP) 
— A former college student 
pleaded guilty Tuesday to 
stabbing a science professor in 
the neck because she gave him a 
failing grade in an attack that she 
said made her more cautious in 
dealing with students
Nikhil Dhar. 23. was 
sentenced to four to live years 
in prison after he pleaded guilty 
to armed assault with intent to 
murder and assault and battery 
with a dangerous weapon.
Prosecutors said Dhar, who is 
from Calcutta. India, had been 
flunking out of school and feared 
he would be deported, lie was 
in the United States on a student 
visa.
Dhar followed Mary Elizabeth 
Hooker, an assistant professor 
of clinical lab sciences at the 
University of Massachusetts at 
Lowell, to her Cambridge home 
on Dec. 22. 2003. Dhar was a 
student in her hematology lecture 
and laboratory courses.
Hooker told police Dhar 
wanted to talk about failing her 
class, then dragged her into the 
yard, hit her and stabbed her in 
the neck She was hospitalized 
for several days.
In a victim impact statement 
presented in court Tuesday. 
Hooker said she was “extremely 
aware that the outcome of this 
attack could have been very
W PSoto / Gaarya Him Paa4
Facing repercussions Nik hit Dhar. a Uruvervty of Massachusetts Lowe* student, 
is seen during a hearing at the Cambridge District Court r. Cambridge Mass. m this 
Dec 28. 2005. file photo Dhar who was accused of stabbing a professor that gave 
t*m a lading grade pleaded goaty to attempted murder charges, his lawyer said 
April 9
different." She survived, she 
said, in pan because neighbors 
heard her screams, called 911 
and provided lirst aid until help 
arrived.
“I have even become much 
more cautious in my dealings 
with my students — for that I am 
sad. for the student-teacher bond 
is a sacred one.” she said.
Feds say Michigan man spied 
for former Iraqi government
By David Aguilar
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) - A Sterling 
Heights man spied on behalf of 
the former Iraqi government for 
about a year ahead of the 2003 
invasion by U.S.-led coalition 
forces, federal authorities said 
Tuesday.
Afcdcralgrandjury indictment 
accuses Najib Shemami. 38. of 
four espionage-related charges 
for activity between March 
2(8)2 and early 2(8)3. according 
to a joint statement by the U.S. 
attorney's oflice in Detroit and 
the FBI.
The statement said Shemami 
spied under the government of 
Saddam Hussein, conspiring
"with others to act as an agent of 
the government ol Iraq"
There was no published 
telephone listing for Najib 
Shemami in Sterling Heights 
Federal prosecutors claim 
that Shemami traveled between 
Michigan and Iraq multiple times, 
meeting with Iraqi intelligence 
agents prior to the March 2(8)3 
invasion by U.S.-led coalition 
forces.
“Wc are fortunate that, in 
this case, the hostile foreign 
government no longer exists, 
hut the alleged crime — and 
the threat it represented — is 
nonetheless grave." said Stephen 
J Murphy. U.S. attorney for the 
Eastern District of Michigan, in 
the release.
The indictment claims that
Shemami shared information 
about Iraqi expatriates in the 
United States, potential Iraqi 
political candidates, and U.S. 
and Turkish military activities in 
Turkey, the release said.
Messages seeking additional 
information on the case were 
left Tuesday night with the 
U.S. attorney’s office and 
FBI in Detroit, as well as the 
U.S. Department of Justice in 
Washington. D.C.
The press release, received 
after federal court offices were 
closed for the day. didn't include 
detail on the four counts.
The online document filing 
system for U.S. District Court in 
Detroit had not been updated with 
information on (he indictment as 
of press time.
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by Linda Thistle
5 3 8 6
1 4 2 3
6 7 1 8
4 5 8 3
2 8 9 1
9 1 4 2
7 6 3 2
4 1 7 5
3 2 7 4
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and each 
small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
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FREEBOOK
HOT DOGSBUY-BACK
BEST PLACE TO SELL BACK
4282 Pierce St. 
Allendale, Ml 49401 
616.892.4170
WITH FREE DRINKS
120 E. Fulton St.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616.454.book
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feeling like a good movie? 
Cinemark in Rivertown Cross­
ings Mall and the Woodland 
Mall area have movies playing 
everyday! Check out wwwcine- 
mark.com for movies times.
Don't let the cost of books 
weigh you down. Let Brian's 
Books save you money on your 
new and used textbooks. Ask 
an upperclassman. Brian's is 
the better bookstore. Located 
across from the water tower on 
Allendale campus and on Fulton 
Street near downtown Grand 
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help 
to save energy in simple ways. 
Thanks for your help Facility 
Services.
FREE CLASfMFSEDS FOR 
GVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF. TWO INSER­
TIONS PER ORDER, 25 
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT 
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST 
ORDER THROUGH GVSU 
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM 
WEBSITE. CLICK ON 
“CLASSIFIEDS’' UNDER 
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW 
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE 
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Grand Woods Lounge intro­
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays! 
Drink specials and great times 
with friends. Drinks, grub, 
grooves. Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call 
616-451-4300 for directions.
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANTED
CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring paint­
ers all across the state to work 
outdoors with other students. 
Earn $3k-$5k. Advancement 
opportunities. 1-888-277-9787 
or www.collgepro.com
Working on Mackinac Island 
this Season • Make life long 
friends. The Island House hotel 
and Ryba's Fudge Shops are 
looking for seasonal help in all 
areas: Front Desk. Bell Staff. 
Wait Staff, Sales Clerks, and 
Starbucks Baristas. Housing 
available, bonus, and dis­
counted meals. Call Ryan at 
1(800) 626-6304. www.theis- 
landhouse.com
EMPLOYMENT
Great Summer Job/Career Op­
portunity. Base pay ♦ commis­
sions Advancement opportuni­
ties. Benefits/401 K included. 
Call Travis O 1-877-207-2899
Bartenders wanted Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary Training provided. Age 
18* Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthom is 
looking for illustrators for spe­
cial projects and political car­
toons. $25 to $100 per project. 
Bring samples of work to 100 
Commons. Call for an appoint­
ment. 331-2464
FOR SALE
‘05 Dodge Dakota SLT, Black, 4 
x 4, V8, quad. cab. 30k miles, 
great condition. $17,600 OBO. 
248-255-3033 Can Mitch
2000 KAW ZRT O 20,000. Well 
maintained, garaged, many up­
grades. $2,000 OBO. Call Tom 
245-6902.
HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next 
fall? Campus View Apartments 
and Townhomes offers you the 
closest off-campus housing for 
a great price. Now leasing for 
2007-£008. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6678
Campus West Apartments and 
Town Homes now leasing for 
2007/2008. Great location and 
price for students. Apartments 
begin at $290.00 per month per 
person and Town Homes at 
$325.00. Washers and dryers 
are in each town house unit. 
Stop by our leasing office or call 
616.895.5904. Bus stops out 
front.
Great 5/8 bedroom home
close to downtown and Eas- 
town. 2.5 baths. $1550 a 
month. Trash and water in­
cluded. Call Colin O 293-9257
HOUSING HOUSING
Country Place Apartments and 
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a 
great location and even better 
price for students. Now offering 
free internet and cable for 
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6060. It's 
only a bus ride away!
Roommate wanted close to 
Pew campus and downtown vi­
cinity; fall & winter semesters. 
$200/mo. ♦ utilities. Nice area 
with new amenities. Please 
contact (231) 519-1156.
Apartment Finders! We help you 
find better studios, apartments, 
and townhomes at lower prices, 
starting $419/month, $125 
Apartment Rebate Available, 
300 Apartments & Retails on­
line. 800-520-2463. www.go- 
promo.com
Modular home for sale 4 bed­
rooms, 2 baths, living and fam­
ily room, all appliances in­
cluded. Close to Allendale 
campus. Call Mark or Madeline 
at 895-4248.
4bd./2ba. house for rent for 
spring/summer. Off 68th St. 2 
miles from Allendale campus. 
Perfect college house! Price 
negotiable. Call Mario at 
586-709-0085.
Hudsonville. Share home, 
great neighborhood.
Washer/dryer. A/C.
$275/month. Melissa
301-7314.
House for rent. 4-bedroom, all 
appliances included. $300/rm 
•►utilities. 889-5715
mtammiOhotmail. com
House for Rent: Located In 
Coopersville. 3 bedroom, 1 
bath, 2 stall garage attached. 10 
minutes from campus. 
$1,200/month. Please call Tara 
Westhouse 0292-1966.
Summer Employment!
Join the Staffing Incorporated team!
Many job opportunities to offer students and others 
interested in long or short term employment.
We are recruiting for positions at a Grand Rapids company with 
Assembly/Warehouse Operations.
I*/?"- shifts S9-S9 50/hour overtime may be required 
Background check/drug screen may be required
Apply at 528 Bridge St, or call 4S1-0S11 for more information
£ Staffing Inc.
THE CLOSEST 
HOTEL TO 
HOME.
• Full Kitchens in Every 
Room
• Complimentary Hot 
Breakfast Buffet Daily
• Complimentary Dinner 
(Monday-Thursday)
• Free High-Speed Internet 
Access
Residence
Inn
,Wdrriott
Grandville
3451 Rivertown Point Ct.
(800)331-3131
(616) 538-1100 
residenceinngrandville.com
10 MILES FROM GVSU
Jenison • Cottonwood Forest 
Condominiums - 2 bd. 1 ba 
Starting at $540/month on 1 -yr. 
lease, $690/month on 9-month 
lease Includes: Fitness 19 club 
membership and utilities, ex­
cept phone, cable and electric, 
24-hr. emergency contact and 
on site management. Check 
out our ratings at apartmentrat- 
ings.com and call 457-3714. 
Have 4 remaining openings for 
June. July, and August move-in 
dates.
For rent off campus housing
One large 4 bedroom house. 
Less than five minutes from Al­
lendale campus. For more in­
formation please call 895-6873 
or 690-3013.
PEW CAMPUS: Studio $325, 
One bedroom $425, Three bed­
room $650, and Four bedroom 
$700/month plus utilities. 
616-291-6037. STANDALE: 
Three bedroom. 2.5 bathrooms 
$875/month plus utilities. 
www.forRentMI.com or
616-291-7950.
INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
MISCELLANEOUS
OPPORTUNITIES
CHECK. OUT THE
ON TWE WEB!
www.lanthorn.tom
Are you a Student looking 
for summer employment?
Are you a recant graduate looking 
for a job to start your career?
If so, contact the Office Staffing division of Axios 
to help find the right placement for you!
We have opportunities for students looking lor 
temporary work while in school, entry level 
candidates that recently graduated & 
seasoned professionals with 
several years of work 
experience
Connact with your future today!
Lat Axios make finding a job aasyf 
Find currant openings on our website
wwwaxiosincorporated com
OFFKI STAFFING
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Dodgeball
continued from page 8 I
helps in terms of 
intimidation,” Soukup said.
Although it was the varsity 
team that ultimately won 
the tournament, Horstman 
attributed the championship to 
the dodgeball club as a whole 
“We couldn't have done it
without being able to practice 
every week with the entire 
dodgeball club, so this title 
not only bcloogs to the varsity 
team, but the whole group.” he 
said
Soukup echoed Horstman's 
comments
"Overall, we can't do what 
we do without the help of 
everyone,” he said "That means
fans, parents, the university 
and the guys that don't get to 
play on the varsity roster.”
Although they already carry 
the title of national champions, 
the Lakers still have one game 
left to play before the season 
is over. GVSU will host its 
senior game today at 9 pm 
against Saginaw Valley State 
University.
Softball
continued from page B2
GVSU its best scoring chance 
with a leadoff triple in the first 
liming, but Ashland retired the 
next three Laker butters in order, 
stranding Holland at third
Holland and junior Knsdn 
Moleski were the only Lakers to 
register multiple hits.
The second game was a 
completely different story for 
GVSU's batten Junior Elizabeth 
Smith's double scored Moleski and 
Buresh to put the Lakers up 2-0 
after the first inning
Ashland tied the game m the 
bottom of the second on a double 
by Angie Wcstenknvhner. GVSU 
regained the lead with two runs in 
the fourth inning and one in the 
fifth
With the momentum already in 
the Lakers' favor. Buresh stepped 
to the plate in the sixth inning 
with the bases loaded and crushed 
her first career grand slam to nght 
center field
"When 1 was up to but I was just 
hoping to get a piece of it,” Buresh 
said "After I tut it, I was speechless 
I couldn't believe it."
Smith also had a big game.
finishing two of three at the plate 
with three Rfils. Moleski registered 
two hits and scored three runs 
The Lakers' lively bats took 
some pressure off junior Stephanie 
Cole and helped her pick up the 
win on the mound.
"When it’s a close game as a 
pitcher, you think. I've got to be so 
careful.'" Woods said. "When you 
get a lead it's more like. Let me 
throw some strikes and get some 
ground balls and see if we can get 
out of this inning
Williams started the second 
game for Ashland, but lasted four 
innings and gave up five runs
Verdonk
continued from page 82
guaranteed
It is a reality that the men 
and women of the armed forces 
face every day in Iraq and 
Afghanistan
It is a reality that is now in 
the forefront of the minds of 
those affected by the shootings 
at Virginia Tech.
Taking pnde in personal 
accomplishments and the 
successes of those representing 
GVSU in athletic competition 
is important, but it is also 
important to look at a bigger 
picture.
Students, especially those 
graduating in a little more than 
a week, have an obligation to 
expose themselves to some of 
the unpleasant realities and take 
an active role in facilitating 
discussion that leads to positive 
change.
Men's Tennis
continued from page 82
going to team a lot of what to 
do.” Switzer said. “It comes with 
experience on how to balance 
everything out."
Black said the proper mind set 
and focus is needed if his team is 
to prevail against a higher ranked 
opponent.
"They need to go out and 
play their game.” Black said. 
“Everyone needs to focus on 
execution, staying calm and 
keeping up the intensity level."
Against a more difficult 
opponent, the Lakers may be 
able to step up their games
“Northwood has a lot of good 
players.” Switzer said. “But 
when you play better opponents, 
sometimes it brings out the best 
in you."
Men's Golf
continued from page 82
167 to place him in a tie for 
50th and senior Kyle Murphy 
placed 52nd with a score of 
168.
Although there is room for 
improvement, the win provided 
invaluable confidence going 
into a crucial stretch of the 
season. Orler said.
"There’s no question the 
team is playing better, we’ve 
got a little confidence and we'll 
get where we need to be for the 
super regional." he said. “We 
have a great shot. I don't think 
we’re the favorite but we’re 
right up there We just need to 
get rid of our mistakes."
The Lakers spent the 
spring portion of the season in 
preparation for the super regional 
tournament Winning the event 
is the only way a team will gain 
a spot in the NCAA Division II 
National Championship, hosted 
at GVSU’s home course, the 
Meadows
But before the team can start 
focusing on the super regional, 
it has to negotiate the third and 
final Great Lakes Regional 
Invitational of the season The 
invitational will be Saturday 
and Sunday in Alton. Ill
inimi
tuncTteo'1 
S15 per pe'i°n
Celebrate your 
graduation 
4 The B O B. 
For reservations 
or more info call 
616.356.2000
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Owens
continued from page 81
Owens said someone at home 
deserves a lot of credit as well 
"Behind all the stuff 1 do. it's 
great to have an understanding 
wife,” he said "I have to stay 
active, and what I do allows me 
to have a good work ethic. This 
isn't just work, this is fun ” 
Morgan has worked with 
Owens the past two years, 
and said he is one of the 
hardest working and kindest
Baseball
continued from page 81
we have and always being 
ready to go puts us in a good 
position to succeed."
Game two was anything but 
a nail-biter.
After Wayne State scored 
two runs in the top of the 
second off of Laker freshman 
Danny Richard, the game went 
south for the Warriors.
individuals
"A1 is one of the easiest 
guys to work for,” Morgan said. 
"He’ll do anything to help you 
out. and working for him is a 
blast."
Aside from all the on the field 
and behind the scenes work, 
Owens can be found walking 
the halls of the Fieldhouse and 
talking. Meeting new people and 
having a magnetic personality 
has helped him become more 
acquainted with students on 
campus, Owens said.
GVSU tacked four runs in 
the second and seven in the 
third to take a commanding 10 
run lead. The Warriors mailed 
it in. not tallying a hit past the 
third inning, as Richard set a 
career high in strikeouts with 
eight.
The long ball was the key to 
success for the Lakers, as left 
fielder Steve Strutz hit a three- 
run bomb in the second. Smith 
and Skirka both went deep in
"Being around the Fieldhouse. 
I naturally mix in and talk to 
the kids." he said "You can't 
just walk away. Everyone is 
friendly, and I’ll say 'hi' and 
we'll just start talking ''
To Owens, GVSU is a family 
place where relationships are 
built and friendships are (he key 
to success. He docs not plan to 
slow down anytime either 
"I can’t wait for football 
again in the fall." Owens said. 
“With all my guys coming back, 
we're ready."
the third to blow the game wide 
open, as GVSU plated seven 
runs in ihc third and one more 
in the fifth.
The Warriors would add a run 
in the sixth and seventh innings 
to make the score at least look 
as though they showed up
“It's always good to see our 
team show character.” Lyon 
said. "We came from behind in 
all four games this weekend, 
and our effort was good."
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Accelerate your academic progress 
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